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Out-Of-State Regulations Higher

CHE Commends MSU
For Raising Standards
Murray State University has been
commended by the executive director
of the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education for the raising of its admission standards for out-of-state
students.
In a recent letter to Murray State
President Constantine W. Curris, Dr.
Harry M. Snyder said that the new
policy did not need approval by the
council because it exceeds the
minimum admission standards
prescribed by the council for out-ofstate students at Kentucky's taxsupported institutions.
The tightened Murray standards,
approved by the board of regents Feb.
7, require out-of-state students to
graduate in the top third, or 33 percent, of their high school class, or
make a composite standard score of
20 or above on the American College
Test (ACT) or the equivalent on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Currently, out-of-state students
entering Murray State are required to
graduate in the upper half, or 50 percent, of their high school class and
present an ACT score of 18 or above or
an equivalent on the SAT.
Council regulations require nonKentucky residents to: graduate in
the top 50 percent of their high school
class; score in the top 50 percent or
above for all students taking the ACT
test nationally; and to demonstrate
through other accepted measures the
ability to pursue the college academic
program without substantial
remedialnid.
"The (council) staff is of the opinion
that Murray has gone beyond the
adopted policies of the Council,"
Snyder said in his letter. "...you
should get credit for exceeding our
minimum standards."
The new standards already have
become effective for the second
semester of the 1981-82 academic year
at Murray,according to Wilson Gantt,

registrar and dean of admissions.
The proposed standards, he said,
Students counting-on being enrolled or also would regulate the ratio of inentering the university this fall are state to out-of-state students by ability
not affected by the change, Gantt em- rather than by date of application.
phasized.
"This new policy will make Murray
out-of-state admission - reState's
for
president
vice
Julian,
Dr. Frank
student development, said the in- quirements the highest in the Comcrease in the out-of-state admission monwealth and significantly higher
requirements is a further step in the than most public institutions in the nastrengthening and quality enhance- tion as a whole," Julian said.
"We are confident it will greatly
ment of the academic excellence to
which the university is committed and enhance the image of Murray State as
the academic institution in the state."
has been developing in recent years.

Motion In Curris Case
Disputes Court Findings
Attorneys for Murray State University's board of regents and its president met with Judge J. Paul Keith
Friday in the Calloway County Courthouse to hear two motions filed by the
board in the ongoing legal battle at the
school.

the case. He said the motion was no
longer needed since Keith disclosed
the document was authored by Curris'
attorneys.

University and board attorney
James Overby said today that he filed
two motions. The first called for "a
disclosure as to who prepared the supplemental findings of fact." The supplemental findings were signed by
Keith after he enjoined four board
members from hearing alleged
charges filed against Curris by the
board.

The Friday hearing is now part of
the case presently under review in the
state Court of Appeals. The court is
reviewing Calloway County Circuit
Court testimony at the board's request to overturn Keith's temporary
injunction.

Overby said the court disclosed the
facts were "prepared by attorneys for
Dr. Curris and mailed to Judge
Keith." The university attorney said
it "was not legally permissible" for
the plaintiff's lawyers to compile the
supplemental findings.
Overby said he withdrew his second
motion because it called for an
amendment of the findings of fact in

Reagan Finesse Yields
Him Victory In House
By CLIFF HAAS
has $39.6 billion in cuts next year.
Associated Press Writer
Reagan, resting at his California
WASHINGTON (AP) — President ranch, hailed the 217-211 House vote
Reagan's finesse and mastery of the on his added cuts and the 232-193 vote
Democratic House have yielded him a on the entire package of reductions as
stunning victory that puts his budget- a "major victory in the war against
cutting plans well on the way to inflation."
becoming reality.
In a written statement, he called the
For two straight days, culminating vote a "profile in political courage
in victory Friday night on a critical and (it)should inspire the gratitude of
217-211 vote, Reagan and his allies us all. It will renew the faith of
held off assaults from House millions of Americans who have
Democratic leaders who assailed waited so long just for those in
Reagan for what Majority Leader Jim Washington to listen and care and
W • t, D-Texas, called "a brazen at- take action."
te t at a power grab."
House Democrats hoped to keep
With cooperation,as expected,from 1982 cuts to $37.8 billion. Reagan
the Republican-controlled Senate in asserted the extra 65.2 billion slash —
passing a roughly parallel measure mostly in longstanding social proThursday night, Reagan's budget cuts grams such as food stamps, Social
now await action by a House-Senate Security, welfare and school lunches
conference committee to work out the — was vital to his goal of a balanced
differences between the two bills.
budget by 1984.
Republicans said the House bill, inIn order to get enough Democrats to
cluding the various revisions made in approve the added cuts in social prothe package Reagan pushed, would grams, Republicans tossed in a few
total about $38.2 billion in cuts in fiscal sweeteners, restoring some funds for
1962 and ;145 billion over the next items such as Conrail, medical aid for
three years. The Senate version ap- the poor,student loans and the Clinch
proved just before midnight Thursday River breeder reactor.

AWARDED HONOR — Dr. Dennis E. Poplin, center, was awarded
the Distknguished Achievement Award in observance of the international Year of the Handicapped by the Murray Rotary aub Thursday. Presenting the award is Dr. David Roos, right, and Eugene
Schanbacher, Rotary president, left Popin, who was named
Distinguished Professor at Murray State Univettsity this year, is chairman of the department of sociology and anthropology.

Keith said he will submit a supplement to the supplemental findings of
fact for the court's record.

'GODSPELL' — Kate Shepard "learns her lessons" with the help of her friendly hand puppet and fellow cast
member B. J. McMichael during the performance of 'Godspell.' The Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre production will be presented Saturday at 8 p.m. and will end with a Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. in the
Playhouse in the Park. For reservations, which are recommended, and ticket information, call 759-1 752.
Photo BY Greg Duncan
- _
Season ticket sales end Sunday.

MSU Administrative Services Post Filled

Hall Is Named Vice-President

James 0. (Jim) Hall, 39, for the
past two years executive assistant to
Murray State University President
Constantine W. Curris, has been named vice-president for administrative
services at the university.
Overby said William Logan,
Hall's appointment fills a vacancy
Hopkinsville, and Don Overbey, Mur- created last week by the resignation
ray were present to represent Curris of Dr. Richard Gray, who has acand that Harold Hurt and Rick Jones,. cepted a position in private industry.
of Hurt, Haverstock and Jones, MurGray, an industrial and manageray, were also present. The latter ment engineer,came to the university
firm assisted Overby in the board pro- in 1977 from Lubbock, Tex.. where he
ceedings involving Curris.
was executive director of operations

at Texas Tech University.

sity's operational areas — printing,
A 1964 Murray graduate with ma- purchasing, physical plant, security,
jors in chemistry and mathematics and legal, computer, accounting and
and a native of Sturgis, Hall has been business and personnel services.
on the university staff since 1975,cornHall is married to the former Jane
ing to Murray from Frankfort where Paris, also of Sturgis and a 1965
he was state director of the computer graduate with a degree in business
center and director of the university's education. Currently, she is a visiting
budget as well as being executive lecturer in the Department of Accounassistant to the president. A*.
ting and Finance.
As vice-president for adThey have two children: Jon Mark,
ministrative services, Hall will be 12, and Beth, 10, and live at 2104 Edinresponsible for eight of the univer- borough Drive in Gatesborough

Senate Committee Has Few Complaints About Utility

TVA Directors Are Relieved After Report
By TOM EBLEN
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority's three
directors are breathing easier following a Senate committee's report that
had few complaints about the way the
federal utility was run.
"I think it's essentially a vindication of TVA's position at the hearings
and a rejeCtion of radical criticisms
that were thrown at us," Director S.
David Freeman, who until Monday
was chairman of the agency's board,
said Friday.
"The report makes a lot of useful
suggestions of things that we are
already in the process of doing."
The Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee report was
based on two days of oversight hearings in March that focused on the
utility's electric rates, which have
gone up 35 percent in the past 19 months.
It was released Friday by Senate
Majority Leader Hcward Baker, RTenn.
The report said TVA should consider slowing down its nuclear power
plant construction program to keep
from building more reactors than it
needs. That would mean TVA would

Interstate Long
Distance Rates
To Rise Sunday

need to borrow less money for construction, and would need smaller
power-rate increases to pay debt service.
TVA has made the nation's largest
commitment to nuclear power
generation. The utility has three reactors in operation at its Browns Ferry
plant in north Alabama and one at the
Sequoyah plant near Chattanooga. A
second reactor at Sequoyah is virtually completed.
The utility is building 10 other reactors in Tennessee, Alabama and
Mississippi — four of which were
deferred in 1979 because officials said
the power they would generate
wouldn't be --needed 'as soon as had
been predicted.
The report said that even with the
deferrals, TVA appears to be building
more nuclear power plants than it will
need during the 1980s. Recent studies

by the General Accounting Office,
Congress'investigative agency, and a
Reagan transition team reached the
same conclusions.
The Senate report said TVA should
consider deferring construction on
other reactors, although the report
wasn't specific_
"The comments on the construction
program I thought were moderate,"
Freeman said. "The committee's
thinking is very much in tune with our
own on that."
Charles "Chili" Dean, who became
TVA chairman Monday,said no decisions have been made about further
construction deferrals.
Dean is a former Knoxville utility
executive appointed a director by
President Reagan and chairman of
the board at Baker's u?ging.
The report also said TVA should:
—Find a way to raise the salaries

and benefits of its top managers to
keep them from leaving the agency
for better-paying jobs with private
utilities.
TVA employees are now limited to
federal wage scales, and their pay
cannot exceed the agency directors'
salaries of $52,700 a year. The chairman earns $55,388.
"A highlight of the report Was the
courage in saying that we needed to
improve the wages of our top management," Freeman said. "I think this is
a breakthough on what I consider
clear and present danger to our
nuclehr program.
"There's nothing more serious than
the erosion of our top management. If
we can't get some relief in order to
pay something near competitive
salaries to.our top management, we
can't complete and (perite these
nuclear power plants safety .

Schultz Receives New Post In
Education Department Shuffle
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state Department of Education has
been reorganized by State Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond
Barber. The reorganization
eliminates separate agencies for
elementary and secondary education
and occupational education.
Barber said Friday the move, which
will take effect July 1, will streamline
operations without reducing programs or services.
Fred Schultz, who has been deputy
superintendent for elementary and
secondary education, will become
deputy superintendent for public instruction. Schultz was superintendent
of the Murray Independent Schools
before taking the Frankfort position.
The bureaus of instruction, vocational education, rehabilitation services and exceptional children will
report directly to Schultz.
The officr of federal programs,
research and planning and resource
management will be reassigned to
Taylor Hollin, executive assistance to
the superintendent.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Do you owe
your faraway aunt a telephone call?
Call her now if she lives in another
state. Wait until Sunday if she lives in
another country.
Under new rates to take effect at
12:01 a.m. Sunday, American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. charges
for interstate long-distance calls will
increase 16 percent. International
calls will cost 35 percent less. The
Federal Communications Commission authorized the new rates
Thursday on the understanding that
the Bell System will refund any overcharges to customers if an agency investigation shows the new rates are
not justified.
AT&T, which handles the great maFormartstatelgittign ittlanreis
jority of long-distance calls in*the
been
United States,filed the new rates with Secretary Laurel Trbe, who has
occupafor
superintendent
deputy
the comn:dssion Friday.
education, will replace Schultz
The FCC decision also allowed
etary to the state Board of
AT&T to raise its private-line
Education.
its
and
percent
18
business rates
Deputy superintendent of public inWAIS line charges 10.5 percent.
Alice McDonald will take
struction
are
state
a
Charges for calls within
over as the head of the office of,
Pia affected.

=

federal programs and will serve as
liaison between Washington and the
state Department of Education.
Barber also said that the office of
fiscal control has been abolished. The
divisions formerly under that office
will move under the bureau of administration and finance.
Arnold Guess, former director of
the Kentucky School Building
Authority, will head the bureau,
replacing Fred Johnson, who is retiring.

John Nelson, head of the fiscal control office, had announced earlier that
he plans to return to the University of
Louisville this fall as a professor.
Other changes under the
reorganization include abolishing the
positions of special project coordinator in the two former departments of occupational education and
elementary and secondary education.
The assistant office head position in
the office of federal and state liaison
services will also be abolished.
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mostly sunny
Mostly sunny Sunday. Highs today in the mid 80s. Lows tonight
in the low to Mid 60s. Highs Sunday in the mid to upper 80s. Light
mostly east winds today_ becoming g- engraily Elam toffight and
southeast to south 5 to 15 mph
Sunday.
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Douglas
Center will be
Murray Squar-A-Naders
Homecoming will be held Five day Racer Football open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
will dance at I p.m. at the at the New
Camp
will
open
today
at
Concord
for activities by the Senior
Murray State University.
Law nce E.Lamb,M.D. Woodmen of the World Hall• Pentecostal Church.
Citizens with lunch at 12
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Hurt
DOOM
DEAR DR. LAMB — A goals in life are importani
"Godspell" will be
Rion...? For instils., too
Matinee of "Godspell" by
year-and-a-half ago I got in this regard.
many leftovers day after presented by the Community will be honored at a recep- Community Theatre will be
very depressed and my docLearning to recognize a day?
Ellis Center will be open
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the Old tion in celebration of their at 2 p.m. at the Old Freight
tor put me on Elavil which depression reaction is
My wife used to say,"Tell Freight Depot,
Nth wedding anniversary at
from
10 a.m.to 3p.m.for acMurrayDepot, Murray-Calloway
did help. I'm 34 and up to important, too. Your previ- him it's something to eat
the social hall of the Kirksey
tivities by the Murray Senior
the time I started taking ous skinny self may have and he'll eat it," but no Calloway Park.
Park.
United Methodist Church
Citizens with lunch at 12
Elavil I weighed 85 to 90 been because of a poor more. Sometimes food will
pounds. Then all of a sudden appetite which is a frequent taste so bitter I can hardly
Sound in a series of four from 2 to 4 p.m. The couple
Annual Colson Reunion noon.
I started putting on weight. I symptom of a depression. swallow it. My wife says
r orientation sessions requests that guests not br- will be held at 12 noon at the
know some women prefer to Self-deprecation is also a is a little salty.
Murray TOPS (take off
freshmen and ing efts.
new
foil
Kenlake State Park shelter
be skinny, but I gained my symptom. Your weight gain
pounds sensibly) Club will
DEAR READER — Yes,
er students will be at
house.
weight all over. For the first could be a side effect of Elasome people lose their sense the University Center, MurThe Rev. and Mrs. Jimmy
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
time in my life I had a vil but it also may be a of taste
after the flu or any ray State University. For
Madding will be honored at a
Purchase Area Corvette Center.
figure. My husband is very symptom of improved men- of a
invariety of illnesses.
reception in celebration of Club will meet at 2 p.m. in
proud of me which makes tal health that led to a betSome of these problems are formation call 762-2896.
me happy. I could go on and ter life style for you.
their 25th wedding anniver- the Graves County CourAlcoholics Anonymous will
related to lack of minerals,
on about the changes it has
sary at the David Henderson thouse, Mayfield. Meetings meet at 8 p.m. at the wed
DEAR DR. LAMB — I particularly zinc. You mifht
Events
in
Land
Between
made. I want to stay this was very interested in your
try some small doses of zinc the Lakes will include home near Mayfield. The will rotate in Mayfield, Mur- end of the Livestock and Exway but I am afraid of what column about loss of taste
tablets and see if it helps. Special Populations Fishing hours will be from 2to 4 p.m. ray,and Paducah. For infor- position Center.
being on Elavil may be for food. I sympathize with Don't overdo
it as too much
mation call Dwain Taylor.
doing to me.
the patient. The mention of zinc may lower your "good Tournament at Devils Elbow
Parents Anonymous will
To be frank, I am scared food sometimes almost cholesterol,
Dedication
of
building
new
Lake
Access
Area
with
" the type that
but part of me knows I am nauseates me, but I have not helps
meet at 6:30 pin. For inforMonday,June 29
registration at 8:30 a.m.; of the Northside Independent
prevent
fatty-choleshappier this way. What dan- had chemotherapy, so no
Dorcas Sunday School mation call 759-1087 or 435Carding and Spinning at 10 Church,located off Highway
terol deposits.
ger is there in taking Elavil? one believes that I have a
And check with your doc- a.m. at The Homeplace- 1348 on McKinney Road, will Class of First Baptist Church 4385.
DEAR READER — loss of taste. Do you know of tor
to be sure you have no 1850; Nature's Secrets at 2 be at 2 p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
You'll need to avoid alcohol anything besides chemoth- underlying
cause • for your p.m. at Center
Returning Students
Fellowship Hall.
as it can increase the action erapy that may cause this change
Station.
in taste.
United, an organization for
of Elavil. There is a long list
Palestine
United
Recovery, Inc., will meet
New Providence Ricung Methodist Church will have
of things that can happen —
older college students who
but rarely do. It is imporClub will have a horse show its annual homecoming and at 7:30 p.m. at the Health have returned to school, will
Center, North Seventh and
tant to be followed carefully
at 7 p.m. at the club grounds. memorialservice.
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by your physician to be sure
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Church
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Questions effect of Elavil

d
spell

tote Show Tonite 11:40
Adult Entertainment
13 Or Over Only

third spade, declarer should
discard a club from dummy,
'allowing West to hold the
trick. West shifts to the club
jack, but no shift makes any
difference. Declarer wins
with dummy's club king,
draws two rounds of trumps
and plays the ace and a
third club. Dummy ruffs
and East cannot overruff
and declarer finds his tenth
trick. The defense is held to
three spade tricks and South
scores game and rubber.
What about a save at four
spades? Good defense will
extract a maximum penal-

7:20,9:30 ± 2:00 Sat.,Sun.
Sorry, No Passes

South
111

North

(
Of Interest To
Senior Citizens)

ANSWER: Two hearts. Not
strong enough for three
hearts and the heart rebid is
more descriptive than • a
spade raise.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
P 0 Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Davis, bride-elect of
Marvin McFarlen
has selected her
pottery, china, and
crystal from our
complete
bridal
registry.
Kim and Marvin
will be married

The ShoWcase
7634641

121 Sy-Pass
PC4-34 I*,3..J 1L4.5 F.,4.$

The story of two enterprising young men
who make an amazing amount of money
selling ice cream.
•

ROGER MOORE
FLEMINGS
JAMES BOND 007'

The menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels were
released today for the yeek
of June 29 to July 3.
Meals are served at 12
noon at Douglas Center and
at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
Center, Monday through Friday, and at 12 noon on Tuesday and Thursday at the
Ellis Center. Meals are also
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — roast pork and
gravy, white beans, carrot
and raisin salad, hot roll,

Tennis Group C
To Play Tuesday
At Murray Club
Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Tuesday,
June 30, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Ann Uddberg, Jan Wilson, Carol
Waller,and Deanna Parker.
Court Two — Annette
Alexander, Leisa Faughn,
Janice Howe, and Sue McCourt.
Court Three — Kathy Mattis and Cathy Young.
Any one unable to play
should provide her own
substitute.
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Sorry, No Passes

We are pleased to
announce
that
Margaret
Ann
Perkins
and
Christopher
Dale
Clopton has selected
her flatware from our
bridal
complete
registry.
Morgaret
and
Christopher will be
married June 27,
1981

Nutrition Program Menus
Released For The Week

August 4th.
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7:15,9:15

Community Events Listed

HEALTH

On a diet? Don't forget to
include pork on your menus,
says the National Live Stock
and Meat Board. A 3 or 4ounce serving of cooked, lean
pork will fit easily into most
calorie-restricted diets for the
servings contain a modest 207
and 276 calories respectively.

BIRMINGHAM, England
(AP) — Millions of rivets
weekly are pouring off the
line here at the world's first
automated fastener factory.
The computer-controlled
plant prodlices five sizes of
aluminum rivets. According
to its designer, Emhart's
Tucker Fastener unit, the
rivets .are untouched by
human hands from raw
material to waled carton.
The automated plant is expected to increase productivity by 50 percent..

butter, apple sauce, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday — bar-b-que
turkey, baked beans, cole
slaw, bread, butter, banana,
milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday — Southern
fried chicken, mixed
vegetables, cabbage, cornbread, butter, tahltlan salad,
apricots, milk,coffee or tea.
Thursday — sloppy Joe
with cheese, whole kernel
corn, mixed greens, hot roll,
butter, sliced peaches, milk,
coffee or tea.
Friday — spaghetti and
meat balls,peas and carrots,
spring salad,garlic roll, butter, apricot crisp, apricots,
milk,coffee or tea.
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Munay Business News Briefs
iik
Reynolds To Sponsor
Development Project
For Communities

I

In

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. dale.
cu&
111,011011111
— More than 1,500 small and
Although agriculture is the
rural communities will nation's largest industry,
the
receive millions of dollars in USDA reports that up to one
community development aid million acres of farmland is
this year, not from such lost each year to urban
and
traditional sources as other uses.
•
government, but from
"Urbanization isn't all Now—
teenagers.
b a d ,"
Thomas
The teenagers, members acknowledges, "but some of
of the Future Farmers of the bad aspects, such as
America, carry out projects pollution and congestion, are
THIRD ANNIVERSARY — The Murray Auto Auction held its
third anniversary
ranging from reforestation cropping up in formerly
celebration Thursday night. As part of the festivities, owner James
to improving emergency unspoiled places."
Tate (with
NEW DEALER — Bobby Fain has becomr the new dealer for Snap-On Tools
microphone)officiated a drawing for cash prizes.
in the
medical transportation as
BOAC also tackles the proCalloway County area. Fain will have routes in Calloway, Marshall and
Graves
part of the FFA's Building blem
of diminishing
Counties.
Our American Communities resources available for rural
program (BOAC),sponsored communities as they exnationally by R.J. Reynolds perience growing pains. For
Industries, Inc.
the first time since 1820,
Teenagers in a community rural and small comnear Daytona Beach, Fla., munities are growing at a
for
example, have faster rate than the nation's
discovered a way to stop cities, according to the re"We work for the buyers well-detailed used cars," tion has
raised about $5,000
and the sellers."
Bobby
Fain, 1 7 1 4 made by Snap-On' in a
that are cleaned up and that is used for local needy sand erosion that threatened cent U.S. Census.
Snap-On' celebrated its
a local beach and could have
That's the way owner "ready to go."
Assisted by corporate Magnolia, recently purchas- truck.
children at Christmas time.
60th anniversary during
destroyed a nearby highway. sponsor R.J. Reynolds In- ed the Snap-On' Tools franJames Tate described the
Fain said he carries two of 1980.
During an auction, three
Several car dealers
In Kayenta, Ariz., FFA dustries, Inc., a company chise for the area.
Murray Auto Auction and
each type of tool and three or
auctione
ers
and six ringmen
agreed.
members are returning with substantial interest in
that's the way it's been since
Fain resides with his wife
Fain will start his routes four of the "hot items." Fain
Joe Atkins, Camden, are used.
hillsides
June 26, 1978.
Jeanette
scarred
by
and their son Keith.
Monday.
coal
He
agricult
will
ure
serve
through
the
its
R.J.
orders tools from the SnapField
representatives
Tenn., who has been in,the
strip-mining operations to Reynolds tobacco and Del Calloway, Marshall and On' branch
travel
to
The
in
dealers
Nashville
auto
during
. It • For. _ more__ information
auction car businesa 20 years, said
the
their natural state.
Monte foods companies, Graves County areas.
takes a week for each order.
celebrated its third an- he comes to the Murray auc- week to promote business for
about Snap-On' Tools or to
In
Elma,
Wash., where BOAC gives attention to
A native of Calloway CounA field representative will place an order, call Fain at
niverary Thursday night tion to trade because the the auction.
nearly half the work force is rural America in a way ty, Fain will carry a com- travel with
Tate has been in the car
with an auction of three lines cars are "as good or better"
Fain for about 753-5973 or stop by his
employed in the state's never done before.
plete line of mechanical tools three weeks.
of cars and a catered dinner than at other auctions.
business 27 years. He also is
residence.
forestry industry, about 200
Notes J. Paul Sticht,
that fed 700 dealers.
Gene Balsman, Cape co-owner of Tate and Woods teenagers are reforesting RJR's
chairman and chief
The auction featured about Girardeau, Mo.,said that he Motor Sales, Milan; West more than 1,200 acres
executiv
of
e officer, "Although
400 cars from licensed would rather travel twice as Tennessee Dealers Auto timberland.
much
attention
has been
Auction,
Halls,
Tenn.;
Mufdealers in 23 states. The auc- far to the Murray Auto AucAffiliated with the U.S. given to the needs of urban
tions, held every Thursday tion than to St. Louis because flers Inc., Gleason, Tenn.; Department of Agricult
ure, areas, much less has been
and Mansard Island Resort,
night, only do business with "the cars are nicer."
FFA programs such as given to rural and small
Springfie
Tenn.
ld,
licensed car dealers.
BOAC are carried out in high communities, which is home
Vess Horrell, Red Bud,
Druther's Restaurants scratches off three circles. If
Auction staff members inThe promotion continues
Cash prizes were'awarded Ill., said he has traded cars
schools through vocational for much of the agriculture began a new in-store game
clude Bill Allbritton, general
all three reveal the new through July 26th - or until
and a special tribute was since 1947 and he's made the
agriculture instruction. industry."
card promotion in all 173 Druther's Restaurant logo, supplies of game cards are
manager; Melody Holmes,
paid Ed Morgan, who died Murray auction "my home."
BOAC works to improve the
BOAC may need to grow restaurants chainwide on the customer wins the prize used up.
office manager; Joyce
this week.
In addition to cars, the Haley, public relations quality of life in small and further to make a lasting im- Monday, June 22. The pro- revealed under a scratch-off
rural communities while pact on rural America. But motion, called
Tate, a resident of Milan, auction also deals with director and secretar
the prize box. Prizes here range
y;
LSO•e000
Tenn., he feels the Murray trucks, motorcycles, vans Karen Wofford, registration building youth leadership. In today, the feeling of some "Druther's Name Games," from instant winners of $100,
nolghbor
10 years, FFA members about the national communi- is designed to attract
State r..,,
Auto Auction is popular and boats.
$5 and $1 to instant food and
manager; and Bob Nance,
there
have undertaken more than ty development program is customers to the chain's new
because it deals with "good,
Over three years, the auc- field representative.
beverage prizes.
7,000 BOAC projects.
similar to that of a Florida name by offering exciting
In the second ganie, the
"Farming today rarely of- FFA advisor, encouraged cash and food prizes.
Collect Game, the customer
fers the independent lifestyle over his project to "Save the
The Druther's Name scratches off a circle to
It once did," notes Ted Dunes."
Games uses a scratch-off reveal letters that are used
Amick, the FFA's BOAC
Says he, "It was really an game card developed by to spell the name
program specialist. "To- experiment when we Curtin Associates, Inc., New "Druther
's." These circles
day's farmer is an started, but it has worked York. The scratch-off card punch
out of the card and are
agribusinessman who must beautifully, and it will work contains two different games
collected until all the letters
Good service
By DIANA TAYLOR
of the state's economic- dent of Associated In- work in a complex environ- anywhere."
with two ways for the are complete to spell the
at a good price
R.J. Reynolds Industries, customer to win.
Associated Press Writer
development efforts and dustries, told the group that ment with shrinking
That
s homename. Customers comowners insurLOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — ways they can take part, the "principal beneficiary" resources to be successful — with headquarters in
In the first game, the In- pleting the entire name win
ance
the State
Winston-Salem, N.C., is the stant Game, the customer $1,000.00.
A conference on existing said Commerce Secretary of such a development effort or even to survive."
Farm way
"One
of the benefits of parent company of R.J.
businesses attracted about Bruce Lunsford.
is the work force of the state
CALL ME
300 industry representatives,
In opening the conference, since "jobs create income." BOAC is that future farmers Reynolds Tobacco Co.; Del
Jane H. Rogers
development agents and Ltuisford assured the inAccording to Watkins, the develop skills to protect Monte Corp. (canned and
753-9627
local officials, who were ex- dustry representatives that average weekly wage for a agriculture interests," he prepared frozen foods,
201 S. Sixth St
beverages and fresh fruit);
horted to become salesmen the Brown administration manufacturing employee in says.
P.O. Box 1012
"There is a concern today R.J. Reynolds Tobacco InMurray, Ky
for the state and were given plans an economic- Kentucky exceeds that paid
some pointers on how to take development legislative in almost all New England with losing land once used ternational, Inc.; Aminoil
SIst•
PR Firs sni
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — and has five stores in the
Meow Othc. 111aerwnlie
,
for agriculture," adds Dr. USA, Inc. (energy); Seaadvantage of state services. package for the 1982 session states.
The Louisville-based Conna Hoosier capital.
, The Expansion of Existing "to make it easier for in"The development effort Richard M. Thomas, pro- Land Industries In- Corp. announced Thursday it
Industries Conference was dustries...to do their job."
has been true and faithful to fessor of community vestments, Inc.(containeriz- bought 25 convenience type
co-sponsored Tuesday by the
And he told them that "you the work force," he said. development and higher ed shipping); and R.J. food stores in the Instate Commerce Cabinet and become the salesmen for the "We're not a down-and-out education at Southern Il- Reynolds
Development dianapolis area.
Associated Industries of state...and saleswomen. We state. We're a progressive linois University at Carbon- Corp.
Emery H. White Jr., chief
Kentucky.
can't do our job unless you and moving state."
operatin
g officer of ConveIt was designed to give can do your job."
The conferees also heard
nient Industries of America,
those attending an overview
S. Rayburn Watkins, presi- from eight other speakers,
Inc., a Conna subsidiary,
their topics ranging from
said
the purchase from Munfinancing expansions to inford, Inc., included store
***************************** ternational assistance.
Custom woodworking is magazine racks, tables, equipment, inventory and
*
* Most of the speakers
For all your Travel Reservations Call
*
available at Gerald's_Work shelves, sewing cabinets, real estate leases for an un* represented divisions
of the Shop,
*
*
located at 1624 Olive.
medicine cabinets, tool disclosed amount of cash.
*
* Commerce Cabinet. Others Owned and operated
by
boxes
and reweb lawn
were Jack A. Wilson, comThe Indianapolis stores
10% OFF Work Clothes,
Gerald Waldrop, several chairs.
missioner of the Bureau of
operate under the name of
Work Shoes I. Rubber Footwear
pieces of his work are on
Waldrop
mostly
uses
soft
Environmental Protection
Majik Market. They will be
display in the store.
woods
ALL DAY FRIDAY TILL 8 P.M.
in
his
*,
work.
and Dr. John Wells,commisclosed for remodeling and
The son of a carpenter,
*•
Waldrop also can repair re-opened
& ALL DAY SATURDAY
sioner of the Bureau of Man- Waldrop
as Convenient
has always "been wooden items, doghouses,
power Services.
Food
Mart
stores
on
frana
interested" in woodworking. birdhouses and bird feeders.
representing
"Few things we can do for
chise arrangement with in
Waldrop said he prefers to
Waldrop also has been in
human beings are more irnt Amer
—icon and International Trove!time
take orders and specifica- the greeting card business dividual owner-operators.
portant than providing
Conna entered the Intions from customers prior for 25 years.
****• ************************* jobs," Wells said.
DOWNTOWN—COURT SQUARE
to making a piece.
He sells cards by boxes of dianapolis market last year
Items made by Waldrop 12.
include bookcases, stereo
For further information
cabinets, pine chests, city about the work shop or
mail boxes, recipes boxes, greeting cards, stop by the
cabinets, flower boxes, shop at 1624 Olive or call 753at the
lamps, jewerly boxes, 1712.

Anniversary Is Celebrated
At Murray Auto Auction

Bobby Fain Set To Start As
Area Snap-On Tool Dealer

Druther's Restaurants Start
New Game Card Promotion

Economic Developments
Discussed At Conference

Louisville Firm Buys
Convenience Stores

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS

Custom Woodworking
Available At Gerald's

20%

OFF
STOREWIDE

* Marjorie and Bill Major i
753-0880

SETTLE-WORKMAN

_

Farmowners
Shield for you too

Jerry L. Bolls,and Hugh Barksdale formally announce the
drietiiiirof Barksdale and Bolls Insurance Agency at 403
Chestnut St.
To celebrate the formation of the partnership, an open
house will be held at the agency on Monday, June 29,from 3
p.m. through 7 p.m. Al clients, business associates, and Menai,invited fii attend. ,
-f

aMurray Auto Auction;
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DAN McNUTT
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No Free Rides
For U.S. Allies
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t Reprinted by permission of
The St. Louis GlobeDemocrat)
Former Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissiner pulled no
punches in telling America's
allies that there are "no free
rides" in foreign policy. But
then that's the way it is. This
is not the time for kid gloves.
Kissinger warned the allies
that they had to do some fending for themselves. Along
this line, he urged them to
bolster their own defenses
rather than depend on being
protected by the United
States.
In a New York speech to the
American-Turkish Society,
Kissinger took note of the
administration's
Reagan

moves to increase defense
spending and added, "Our
allies must recognize the fact
that they must make a larger
contribution."
The former secretary of
state is right. The allies in the
Western alliance have leaned
too heavily on the United
States for years. They should
not expect the United States to
afford them protection unless
they show that they care
enough to help protect
themselves.
This is the point which has
been raised in the past, with
varying degrees of success.
Apparently it needs to be
driven home again and again
if the allies are to get the
message.

Lutheran Head Retires

.s•

BfED SCHAFER
and Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Associated Press Writer
Eden.
"My greatest regret is that it was
ST. LOUIS ( AP) — Next month the
Rev. Dr. Jacob A.O. Preus celebrates not at all necessary," said Preus. "A
his 12th tumultuous year as president lot of it was the times. The feeling of
of the schism-rent Lutheran Church- anti-institutionalism, individualism.
Missouri Synod. It'll also be his last.
It seems to me that it was the mind"I'm tired and I want to rest," says set of the leadership there that caused
Preus, who vowed prior to his election the problem. A lot of innocent people
in 1969 to stem a trend toward got hurt."
liberalism in the second-largest
The then-president of the seminary,
Lutheran church in the U.S. "'life the Rev. Dr. John Tietjen, took the
church needs a president for the '30s faculty majority and students and
and no longer for 1969."
formed Seminary in Exile (Seminex ).
As he leaves, however, the staunch Eventually the group formed another
defender of doctrine for the 2.7 church, Evangelical Lutherans in
million-member church says he feels Mission (ELIM),
more comfortable about the condition
While the controversy was called
of the organization.
"The Great Schism" outside the chur"In a position like this," he said in ch, Preus thinks of it as a minor
an interview, "you never fully acsplintering.
complish what you set out to do. But
He noted that about 100,000
the Missouri Synod will continue to be members had left the church and
very concerned about glocrrine.•'
most of that number has been regainThe crunch came in 1974 when most ed in the ensuing years.
of the faculty and students at ConcorPreus said he believes the "the
dia Seminary in St. Louis left the tough years of 1973 through 1975"
school because Preus ordered an in- made the church stronger.
vestigation into complaints that some
"The Lutheran Church-Missouri
professors were deviating from Synod has a much greater sense of
church doctine.
identity. It knows now what it wants to
The question then involved inter- be," he said. "It's solid. The troubled
pretation of the Bible. The moderates times have passed and I feel much
insisted that the historical-critical better about things."
method be used, involving interpretaPreus, who said he has purchased
tion in light of linguistic, literary and "a place on a beautiful lake" in
historical evidence. Conservatives in- Arkansas and hopes to relax, still insisted on a literal interpretation of tends to keep his hand in by teaching
such stories as Jonah and the big fish and translating German classi
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Loolfing Back
10 Years Ago
Donald Roberson, son of Mr. and
Wanda Billington, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Billington, and Mrs. Harley Roberson, will present
Marilyn Lasater, daughter of Mr. and his senior art show, July 4 to 9, in the
Mrs. Joe Lasater, are serving as BapKappa Pi room at the Fine Arts
tist summer missionaries this sumMurray State University.
Building,
mer. Miss Billington is at Bakersfield,
Miss
Patty
Underwood,)daughter of
Cal.,and Miss Lasater at Long Island,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Underwood, and
N.Y.
Larry Campbell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
-Deaths reported rncludeltim-- Ora
Clifton
Campbell, were married July
Adams, 87, and Mrs. Christie PottSugar Creek Baptist Church.
the
at
3
sGray,78.

20 Years Ago
Ruth E. Cole has been promoted to
the rank of Lieutenant Commander in
the Nurse Corps of the Reserve of the
Navy.
The Calloway County- 4-H Dairy
Project Tour was held June 23 on the
farms of Glen and Kent McCuiston,
Marsha and Bill Hendon, Dan and
Steven Ernestberger, Michael and
Patricia White, Robert Blalock, Darwin Weatherford, Kenneth Howard,
Danny Cleaver, Martha Kemp, and

30 Years Ago
The fourth annual North-South Cage
Classic will be played at Murray State
College on June 14, 1952, according to
Marvin 0. Wrather, general chairman of the North-South Cage Commission, sponsor of the classic.
Deaths reported include Quitman
Lamb, 64, and Joe Franklin Alderdice, 15, of Cuba who drowned at Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
Will Mac Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Jones, was elected as commissioner of agriculture at the annual

40 Years Ago

His Peanut'Lords'

50 Years Ago

Expresses Thanks

,,......

....

On July 1 the Selective Service
Board of Calloway County with offices
located on the second floor of the Bank
of Murray will conduct the second
registration of men for the draft.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Lee Burnett,54, Mrs. Sid G. Boggess,44, and Billie Miller, 13.
A two story house at 12th and Main
Streets, recently purchased by Tobe
Washington — For decades in the Edwards from Nolan Jetton, was
South, rural mothers have shrewdly destroyed by fire on June 24.
advised their daughters to marry a
Formation of a Cotton Stamp Comman with a peanut allotment. But the mittee for Calloway County to
very system that created a special cooperate with the U. S. Department
class of peanut farmers is under of Agriculture in operation of the Supheavy attack by peanut butter and plementary Cotton Stamp Plan in this
candy manufactures, and by small area was announced by John T.
peanut farmers who pay dearly to s Cochran, county agriculture agent. F.
rent from allotment owners. As the \H.Graham was elected as chairman.
original allotment owners have died \ Seiburn White for the past 12 years
or quit farming since they were
.s.sociated with the late Joe Baker in
granted their allotments in the 1930s, the local distributorship of Gulf Oil
increasingly peanuts have been Products, has been appointed
grown by farmers who have had to distributor for this county.
lease allotment acreage from the
Elected as officers of the local
original peanut farmers.
American Legion Post were Dr. A. D.
+++
Butterworth, Connie B. Ford, H. T.
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The peanut allotment system is
another example of a program designThe twenty-millionth Ford car,
ed to help farmers in the 1930s, that
symbolic of one man's contribution to
needs to be updated. Conditions
world history and the development of
change in 43 years.
American industry, will visit Murray
today enroute from Detroit, Mich., on
a trams-continental tour. The car will
be met by Murray Mayor Ed Filbeck,
Murray Police Chief Parker,and E. J.
Beale, owner of the E. J. Beale Motor
Company,Ford dealer here.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Ben Miller, 41, Mrs. Annie
Dear Editor,
As Vacation Bible School Director Calhoun,and John Mills,80.
Bids for the construction of the Murof the Grace Baptist Church, I would
like to take this opportunity to thank ray Postoffice will be opened in
each teacher Ind worker who helped Washington, D. C., on July 20, accorto make our Bible School the success ding to Murray Postmaster M. L.
Whitnell.
It was.
Working orders on the Concord
God truly blessed us with five professon.s of faith, our enrollment of 143, Road were received by Judge Hale on
June 24. Work will start July 8 and
and our average for the week of 103.
Our pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, should be completed by Nov. 27.
Calloway County Sheriff Clint
and each member invite the public to
come and worship with us?t any time. Drinkard announced June 25 that the
tax books were in the hands of the
Sincerely, .•
sheriff and that the office was now
Dean Downey

Letter To The Editor

..

..........

Congressional
Record

Senator Richard G. Lugar (Ind.)
•...Our present peanut support
system is a feudal system which
benefits a restricted class of peanut
"lords" who inherited the allotments
which one must hold in order to produce peanuts...
"Peanut allotments were created
by the Government in 1938. Today, the
person who farms an acre of peanuts
is usually not the person who holds the
allotment. The Agriculture Department estimates that about 70 percent
of peanut acreage is leased. Those
who lease this land have to pay not
just for the land they need; they must
also pay for the allotment...
"A 1977 USDA study shows that
about 90 percent of the value of a
typical lease is for the allotment, not
for the land. Leasing the allotment
adds about 20 percent to the lessee's
total cost of production.
The peanut support program also
drives up the cost of peanuts to the
consumer. This happens for three
district reasons.
"First, the higher production costs
due to the allotment system are
reflected in higher prices to the consumer.
"Second, restrictions on production
and higher quota loan rates set the
market price of peanuts higher than
they would be under free competition.
"Third, artificially high domestic
prices encourage the use of severe import restrictions which drive prices up
even further.
"During the recent drought, imported peanuts were not available
when they should have been to ease
the pressure on domestic prices.
Peanut butter is now a luxury item instead of a potential food for the world.
—I submit for the Record (an article) from the Atlanta Constitution by
Henry Eason..."(An excerpt):

„.„

'',,,,

Margaret Duke.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Eurie Eulane Burkeen, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. B. J. Logan,a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Fisher, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Wilson Paschall, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs.0. T. Stalls, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham.
Miss Carol Jean Humphreys,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Humpheys, was married to Airman Second

Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Utley on June 23.
Lynn Erwin, Marsha Ernestberger,
Vicki Pat Lamb, Gale Broach, Wendy
Williams,and Susan Pigg of Calloway
County High School attended the
cheerleading clinic held June 20 to 25
at Murray State University.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, June 27, the
178th day of 1961. There are 187 days
left lathe year.
Today's highlight in History:
On June 27, 1950, President Harry
Truman ordered the U.S. Air Force
and Navy to help repel a North
Korean invasion of South Korea.
On this date:
In 1847, New York and Boston were
linked by telegraph.
In 1893, prices collapsed on the New
York stock market, setting off a major depression.
In 1943, American bombers attacked the German-occupied city of
Athena, Greece,during World War IL
And in 1974, France and Iran signed
a 10-year agreement that included the
sale of five nuclear reactors to Iran
for more than $1 billion.
One year ago: France's President
Valery Giscard D'Estaing disclosed
that his country had tested a neutron
weapon, which kills people by radiation rather than by the heat and explosive force of a conventional
iuclear weapon thus causing minimal
damage to buildings, but was undecided on whether to include it in its
arsenal.
Today's birthday: Television's
"Captain Kangaroo" Bob Keeshan is
54.
Thought for Today: My religion is a
matter solely between my maker and
myself. — Mohandas Gandhi, Indian
nationalist(1869-1948)

Thoughts
In Season

By Ken Wolf
Some scholars persist in being optimistic, even in the face and with full
knowledge of the numerous missteps
of mankind over the centuries. One
such person is the British social and
Class Ray Sims, son of Mr and Mrs. political historian J.H. Plumb, who
James Sims on June 8 at the Lynn wrote some ten years ago:
Grove Methodist Church.
There is more food in the world,
Bill Boydt cashier at the Peoples
more opportunity of advanceBank, spoke on "Women and Bank...)
ment, greater areas of liberty in
ing" at the meeting of the Magazine
Ideas and in living than the world
Club held at the home of Mrs. E. C.
has ever known: art, music,
Parker.
literature can be enjoyed by tens
Showing at the Murray Drive In
of millions, not tens of thousands.
Theatre is Elvis Presley in "GI
In his work, The Death of the Past
Blues."
(Bostor., 1970), Plumb attributes our
better 'world to "the application of
human ingenuity (and)...ra"Lord, remember David, and an his: tionalism" and suggests that we ought
not to abandon (presumably to
afflictions." Psalm 132:1
David's prayer to the Lord is a very despair) something that has worked
well for us in the past.
personal one.

Bible Tho

ht

Boys State held at Millersburg
Military Institute.
Mrs. L. H. Robertson celebrated her
92nd birthday with a dinner on June
23.
"Mrs. Peter Heppner brought in
two of the big white blossoms from
her magnolia trees," from the column,"Seen &Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
I had a letter this week from Mary
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Geneva Magness, 3607 W. Monterey
"The Mating Season" starring Gene Way, Phoenix, Arizona 85019. She
Tierney, John Lund, Miriam Hopkins, writes:
and Thelma Ritter.
"I am a descendent of former
Calloway County residents. My greatgreat-grandparents were Edward M.
and Eliza P. Wrather Magness. My
grandparents were Calvin Harris and
Sally Black Magness. I have spent
many days the past two years seeking
Waldrop, Rudy Hendon, Dr. F. E.
Crawford, George Hart, Hall Hood, genealogical records from Calloway
County.
and Max Hurt.
Just recently I found the birth of my
Marriages announced this week inCalvin Harris Magness;
grandfather
Harold
to
Myers
clude Jessie Laura
the marriage of my greatGilbert on June 21; Tennie Wilson
grandparents, Edward Eliza. This inRogers to Prentice Wilson Beaman on
June 19; Virginia Futrell to James formation had,, been microfilmed by
the Mormon Church Genealogical
Brandon on June 19.
Births reported this week include a Society. I ordered the film from the
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Harrison Salt Lake Library. That information
on June 23, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. was a most welcome find for me.I had
been told that no records for that
Bryan Neale on June 19, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Oatman Grogan on June period were available.
The above information was for the
24.
riod 1852-1859, compiled by the
Mr. and Mrs. J. L Wilc0; Calloway County Genealogical Society, 1968. Reproduced by the Mormon
celebrated their 50th wedding
Library, February 1971. Credit for
niversary on June 21.
Solon Shackelford, Norman Lovins, that data were Mrs. Price Doyle, Mrs.
Laverne Wallis, 011ie Parks, and Freeman H. Graham and Mrs C. W.
Charlie Hatcher are pictured with Waldrop.
Has information been compiled for
their string of between 60 .ahd 70
pounds of fish caught in Rogers Lake the 1880's? That is a period I need
most. My grandfather Harris
near Murray.
Magness married my grandmother
cents
25
for
Bacon is listed as selling
per pound in the ad for Kroger this Sally Black some time in the early
1880's, my father Alvie Lee Magness
week.
was born Sept. 26, 1883. A second son
was born Oct. 3, 1885. A baby
daughter, Eunice, was born in May
1889. My grandmother either died
ready to receive payments. A two per from that childbirth or shortly
cent discount is given if taxes are paid thereafter.
My grandfather married Mary Ida
before Sept. 1.
Elected as officers of the Murray Drinkard December 2,1890. My father
Exchange Club were George Hart, E. was only six years old and too young
A. Lassiter, Wells Purdom, and W. B. to remember any details. He lived
with his grandmother Black or his
Gilbert.
Nellie Mae Wyman will attend the father's older sister Sarah Magness
meeting of the National Education Davis most of the time. He spent some
Association in Los Angeles, Cal., this time with his father, probably not as
much as he should have.
week.
I would appreciate a reply if anyone
A demonstration of electric
refrigerators was held at the National can give me any information. I have
Hotel on June 26. This was sponsored been told Dr. Charles Clark of Murray
is a descendant of Zechariah
by the Murray Woman's Club:
Hal Houston was the first person to Magness. I have been able to find a lot
make a hole-in-one on the the new of information but never enough to
Murray Golf and Country Club complete just what I need.
course. He was playing with Clifton
I have all the statistics for my
Brown and Frank Albert Stubblefield. grandfather Calvin Harris Magness,
Joe Baker caught a 38 pound catfish except the date°c4 his marriage to Salin the Tennessee River at Pine Bluff. ly Black. I have nothing on Sally. I
He has a summer cabin at Pine Bluff.
have everything on Edward M.
Sausage is listed as selling for two Magness, but do no have Ellza's birth
pounds for 25 cents at the Shroatfros. and death rates. They were buried in
Meat Market this week.
the Farmington cemetery. I have the

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maup'
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The Magness Family

eovue
dyi

marriage of Zachariah C. and
Frances L. Magness, but no birth or
death dates, except the approximate
year of birth from census records.
They were probably buried at Asbury
Cemetery.
I was born Feb. 1, 1913 in Arlington,
Kentucky. I grew up in Carlisle County and never married. I worked in
Paducah for 16 years and moved to •
Phoenix in 1958. I worked for the
Department of the Interior, U.S.
Geological Survey, as a photographic
technician until my retirement in
1976. I have arthritis very severely,
which prevents me from getting as
much research done as I would like to.
I would appreciate a reply from
anyone who may be able to advise or
suggest anything that would be
helpful to me."
I am sure that there are readers in
the county who can help Miss
Magness in her search for facts about
her family. If it is easier, pass the information on to me and I will contact
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Fraaces Drake
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WATCH OUT!

CORN-AUSTIN

Will So Closing Nloonioy 29th Ts Proper* Fee Their Fames
FOR SUNDAY,JUNE 21,1181
Various churches in the ci- from 11 a.m.to 12 noon.
Cannon, Adrian Cloys, tuary will be in memory of
What kind of day will tomorty and county have announcWeekday masses will be at Johnny Bohananon, Ronnie the Rev. R. A. Stinker by his
SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the
23to Nov.21) nt'AIP ed services and meetings at 8 p.m. on Monday and Shanklin, and Dave family.
stars say, read the forecast (Cid.
may be bother- the churches.
Something
Thursday, and at 12 noon on Castleman.
Sunday School will be at
gives for your birth Sign.
ing a close friend, which in
Karen Shultz will be the 9:30 a.m. and Church TrainTuesday and Friday. No
turn affects your relationship.
CHURCH OF GOD
ARIES
mass will be held on Wednes- teen nursery helper and ing will be at6 p.m.
Be a supportive listener if
The Murray Church of God day.
(Mar.21 to Ae.F.., 19)
Karen Carraway will be the
A Churchwide picnic will
Though expenses may be others require it.
which meets at the
special class helper. Serving be held Wednesday, July 1,
.0
4
40
SAGITTARIUS
heavy now, you still may meet
American Legion Hall at
on the Extension Depart- at 5 p.m. at the Murraywith a financial opportunity (Nov. 22 to Dec.21) Pi
MEMORIAL
South
Sixth and Maple
Too
much
socializing can afby day's end. Home life afThe Memorial Baptist ment will be Garry and Calloway County Park.
fect your health. It's time to Streets will hold a singing on
fords satisfactions.
Church,
Tenth and Main Larry Evans.
rest and recoup energy. Late Sunday,June 28,at 10 a.m.
TAURUS
Bible Classes will be at
evening accents partnership
Featured singers will be Streets, Murray, will 'hear 9:45 a.m.Sunday.
(Apr.20 to May 20) t$
pastor,
the
Rev.
Dr.
JerThe Northern Singers from the
You may be feeling unuer affairs.
par as the day begins. Later, CAPRICORN
Houston, Texas, and the rell White,speak at the 10:50
FIRST BAPTIST
4
a.m. and 7 p.m. worship seryour energy perks up. Finan- (Dec.22to Jan.19) 3
The Church Choir of the
A business concern may in- Shining Light from Stinette, vices on Sunday, June 28.
cial talks go well and shopping
hibit your enjoyment of Texas.
First Baptist Church will
trips are favored.
The public is invited to at- Halford Beane will serve as present the musical,"I Love
leisure
activities. Throw off
GEMINI
deacon
of
the
week.
worry and devote yourself tend and there is no charge,
(May 21 toJune 20)
Milton Grestunan will America" by John W. Peter• You may not make much completely to a heart interest. a church spokesman said.
direct the Sanctuary Choir son and Don Wyrtzen, on
headway with unfinished AQUARIUS
(Jan.
20
to
Feb.
18)
as
they sing "There Is A Sunday,June 28,at 7 p.m.
tasks. You need a better.
FIRST METHODIST
Wayne B. Halley will be
hectic.
Domestic
life
seems
system. Evening hours favor
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. Name I Love To Hear" at the
private romantic get- Too much company may put Mischke, Jr., will speak on morning hour. Margaret the director, the Rev. Dr.
you in need of a breather. Get
Bill Whittaker will be the
togethers.
sefresh air and go out "God Is Not In A Box" with Wilkins is organist and narrator, and Dr. Richard
CANCER
townightfall.
scripture from Jonah 1:1-17 Michael Wilkins is pianist.
(June 21 to July 22) e
Special guests at the even- Crouch and Ginger will be
PLSCES
at
the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
may
get
on
Some friends
X
the father and daughter.
your nerves. Howwer, social (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
worship services on Sunday, ing hour will be The NorSoloists will be Cynthia
point
do
not
see
your
Others
It'll be worth the wait. The thicklife improves around dinner
June 28, at the First United tham Singers from Houston, Turnbow, Gale Vinson, Joan
14xas. They are in Murray
time. You may meet with of view during the morning. Methodist Church.
richest, most mouth-watering
est,
Later,you find the right words
Bowker, Bobby Malone,
romantic opportunity.
Paula Mischke will sing a with the Blackwood School of Judy Henry, and Margery
yourself.
Enjoy
to
express
your two lips ever put a
pizza
LED
creative pursuits.
solo, "God Make My Life A Music. They will also sing at Shown.
on.
Gorgeous crust, sassy
lock
(July 23to Aug.22)
Shining Light," at both ser- the Church Training Hour at
Confusion about a career
said
the
musical
Halley
smothered with a
and
sauce,
6 p.m.
matter clears up towards
YOU BORN TODAY are vices. The Chancel Choir,
will be in three sections with
mountain
of
melted mozzarella.
Church
Teaching
with
evening. A friend's advice both independent and directed by Paul Shahan
the first on patriotism, the
Watch for it!
clarifies matters. Others want cooperative. You can work with Bea Farrell as organist, Ralph Bogard as director
second on praise, and the
Whelp.
well in partnership without will sing the anthem,"Come will be at 9:40 a.T. Glenn
VIRGO
losing your own sense of in- Thou Almighty King," at the Hale is Church Training thht on prayer.
At the 10:45 a.m. service,
(Aug.23 toSept. 22)
dividuality. Though you can
director.
Travelers may meet with succeed in business, you're later service.
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Volunteer
nursery
Church School will be at
some delay. Join friends at a more inclined to the profesWhittaker will be the
rnovie-oroultaral-ove.nt. Mee- nienn:s0tn_art and science
9:45 a.m. The -Junior-High- workers will be Lottie Gib- speakEr:-Asststingln the set= tion comes your way from a
to you and it would be Waterboggan will be at 2 son and Vonda Jean Gibson.* vices will be the Rev. G. T.
distance.
worth your while to get a good p.m. Sunday, and the Senior
Moody, associate pastor,
LIBRA
education in the area of your High Picnic and Canoeing
7TH &POPLAR
and
Dr. H. L. Oakley,deacon
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) interest. Law, architecture,
John Dale will speak on
Business affairs may be medicine, engineering, event will be at the Beyer "Think On These Things" of the week.
complicated, but a talk with teaching and lecturing are home from 5 to 9 p.m. on
Judy Henry will sing a
with scripture from Phil. 4:8- Coming Soon to:
an adviser should prove some of the fields in which Sunday.
solo, "If My People," and
10:40
a.m.
8:30
and
helpful. A higher-up is you'll find happiness. You
An All Youth Car Wash is at the
the Church Choir will sing "I
favorably disposed towards may have a special talent for being held today from 9:30 to services and on "Judge Not"
Hwy.641 CentralShopping Center Murray, Ky. 753-0029
Love America" with Halley
you.
Matt.
music and the theater.
scripture
from
with
parking
lot
of
3:30 p.m.in the
as director, Joan Bowker as
7:1-6 at the 6 p.m. service on
the church.
organist, and Allene Knight
Sunday, June 28, at the
as pianist.
Seventh and Poplar Church
CATHOLIC
The flowers for the sancMasses will be at 6:30 p.m. of Christ.
Assisting in the services
today and at 8 and 11 a.m.
Via*
will be Ray Karraker, Jerry
and
4:30
p.m.
on
Sunday,
Open Daily 9-9
Fraaces Drake
June 28, at the St. IRO' Bolls, Roger Garner, Jack
12-8
Sundays
FOR MONDAY,JUNE 29, 1981
Rose, Randy Wright, Danny
Catholic Church.
Wirill4=111 lirm°11r
What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
Curd,
Jim
Stafford
Cleaver,
John
Mikulcik
will
be
the
The Saving Place
row be? To find out what the (Sept. 23 to Oct.22) AEI
Harding, Wayne Wilson,
Dealings with agents, minister for communion.
stars say, read the forecast
lawyers, publishers and ad- Nursery for 2 to 6 year old Kim Weatherford, David
given for your birth Sign.
Auto Service Hours
visers bring luck. Creative children will be available Ryan, Ron McNutt, Phil
Tires on Sale Sun.Thru Sat.
ARIES
Mon.
-Set. 9-6
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) TA types meet with recognition of
Sun.
Closed
their
efforts.
Make necessary decisions
/MR
regarding important partner- SCORPIO
For Many 110
Front-end
ship affairs. A family member (Oct.23to Nov.21)
Cars
Alignment
needs to be treated with tact
You'll find ways to improve
Quality parts and service
Mon. Thru Sat.
and consideration.
your overall financial struc(
AWL)
TAURUS
ture. A business meeting br(Apr.20th May 20)
ings positive results. Be aware
Our Lowest-priced Radial
Capitalize on a fast- of a friend's needs.
Special" Whitewalls..
"KM
developing work opportunity. SAGITTARIUS
F.E.T.
AO.
tE.G8.8
SALE
.m 8
55
111:0113 SI0
Your financial prospects im- (Nov.22W Dec.21) 44
Fiberglass Belted!
41.97 1.90
prove. Avoid excess expenYou may receive a nice inOur Reg 45.88- P155 80R13
diture towards nightfall.
vitation. Luck is with you now By Abigail Van Buren
'P195/75114 59.18 47.97 2.15
(11178,14)
GEMINI
in dealing with friends and
(May 21 to June 20)
other close ties. Make joint
P205/75114 62.88 52.97 2.30
01711,141
You're sure of your feelings decisions.
now and are ready to make a CAPRICORN
P205/ 75115 64.111
54.97 2.42
ovum
commitment. Buy yourself a (Dec.22toJan.19) 1414
P215/75114 67.81 55.97 2.43
Plus F.E.T. 1.52 Ea. .
gift. Ward off moodiness in the
You'll meet with career pro(ous.14)
late evening.
gress. A favorable assignment
•
Aggressive Tread Design
DEAR ABBY: I have recently become involved with a P215/75115 68.88 56.87 2.51
CANCER
comes your way. Work hard,
(MUM
•2 Fiberglass Belts
(June 21 to July 22)
but know when to slow down man whom I love very much. He is an ideal person in every
way except one: He has a very irritating habit of cracking P225/75115
73.18 62.97 2.74
Attend to unfinished towards nightfall.
Mounting Included
(HMIS)
his knuckles. This would be bad enough, but he cracks his
domestic affairs and you'll AQUARIUS
P235/75115
No
Trade-in Required
76.88
2.85
66.97
knuckles on his jaw!(He actually places his knuckles on the
gain a sense of accomplish- (Jan.20 to Feb.18)
(1.1711.15)
All Tires Plus F E.T Each
until
they
pushes
as
hard
as
he
can
side
of
his
jaw
and
ment. You may imagine
vacation.
plans
for
a
Make
•P 1$ /75113Iyi Limited Ana
yourself slighted at an evening Creative types meet with com- crack!)
Trawl Design Key Vary
With Exchange
As We have lycome close, he has started to ask me to let
mercial opportunity. A loved
Party. .
Installed
LEO
one could be touchy before him crack his knuckles on my jaw. I have let him do it
INCLUDE:
SERVICES
SERVICES
INCLUDE:
(July 23to Aug. 22) 41244g midnight.
it
and
somewhat
uneasy
about
several times, but I feel
ELECTRICAL
1. Replace front brake pads
1 Oil change (up to 5
Community affairs are PISCES
SYSTEM CHECK
would like him to stop. The problem is that I am afraid he
X
2
True
rotors
K
mart
10W40
qt
positively accented. You may (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
C
. will discontinue our relationship if I am unwilling to satisfy
3 Inspect calipers
motor oil)
meet some important people
Meet with loan officers this desire. I love him very much and don't want to lose him. 4 Refill hydraulic system
2 Install 1 K mart •
now. The late evening doesn't about home improvements. Abby, what should I do?
5 Repack inner and outer bearings
brand oil filter
t.m.r•d 3 Month fr•e
6. Inspect front grease seals
favor romance.
You may receive good news
NANCY IN SEATTLE
Itttploc•toont ltotliod
7 Inspect master cylinder
3 Chassis lubrication
VIRGO
AtItt 36th Month
'about an estate matter. Prowear
linings
for
rear
Inspect
extra)
(fittings
8.
Adiusten•nt
Proroto
'
(additional cost if repairs on rear
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nPLA. perty
interests
are
Latx,, s rcc,uJe3
DEAR NANCY: Tell him firmly but lovingly that
Wortontv
AcId1,0,315e,,e4 ON"O
brakes are needed)
Recognition and financial highlighted.
you no longer want him to crack his knuckles on your
reward come your way. Be
porn and se•voces veruct,may be
jaw, and if you lose him because of this, you are well AcicIlbonci
eede0 area,extra cost
ready to go to work when oprid of him, by crackyl
Sun. Thru Sat.
Sun. Thru Sat.
Mon. Thai Sat.
portunity knocks. An imporYOU BORN TODAY can be
tant contact helps out.
moody and erratic. You're an
DEAR ABBY: Two years ago I met Jim. I was a 25-yearoriginal thinker whose ideas old virgin and Jim was 35, handsome and new in town. We
Sale Price
Sale Price
are often ahead of their time. dated for a few months and.he asked me to marry him. We
You wort best when inspired became sexually involved, but no marriage took place. Soon
36-month Battery
011, Lube and Fitter
Disc Brake Special
and you have the ability to after, Jim told me that he had done some professional
For many cars and hght trucks
For
and
trucks
many
cars
cars
U.S.
only;
for
many
Front
commercialize your artistic killings for the underworld and he might have to go to
talents. You are interested in prison for tax evasion. I was shocked! I couldn't believe Jim
public service, and will suc- was that kind of person. As a result, our relationship went
ceed in charity work,civic im- down the drain. I had been in poor health and didn't realize
provement, welfare and I was pregnant until I was five months along. Jim said,
Weekly Special
reform. Painting, writing, "Get an abortion," but no doctor would touch me because I
Good Thn Sat. 6/21
music and acting would pro- was too far along.
Sale Price - Sun. Thru Tues.
1 Small
vide a suitable outlet for your
Jim disappeared, so I told my family I had been raped. I
Hamburger
Do not let a had a baby boy who is the picture of Jim, but I stuck with
nature.
Idealistic
(he, W•ood)
need for security cause you to my rape story and didn't list Jim's name on any of the
forsake your artistic poten- documents.
Drink
tiality. Birthdate of: William
Cl•••• le.ION
Jim has come back to town and now he's telling people my
Mayo, surgeon;Frink
•Loesser, composer; and baby is his. I don't care what people think. My only concern
Major Brand Oil Filters
is whether Jim has any legal claim to my child. He never
Nelson Eddy,singer.
oil Hitor
supported me in any way. He has money for lawyers, but I
Spin-on filters to fit many General
don't. Can you help me?
Motors • Chrysler and Ford ° cars
WORRIED SICK
Your Choice

SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE
Sale Starts Tuesday,
June 30 9:00 A.M.

'14

ONLY A FEW
MORE DAYS!

afiCR

GiFdfather's Pizza R

ap-

peal

Your Individual
Horoscope

+17'

emit'

.88

nveV

34..97

Woman Must Crack Down
Or Knuckle Under

39,88

8.88

36.88

AUTO & SPORTING GOODS SAVINGS

.22E.

4,4)4

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS

20%

OFF
STOREWIDE

10% OFF

Work Clothes,
Work Shoes 2, Rubber Footwear
ALL DAY FRIDAY TILL 8 P.M.
S. ALL DAY SATURDAY

SETTLE-WORKMAN
DOWNTOWN

COURT SQUARE

DEAR WORRIED: Your local Legal Aid Society
exists to help people who need a lawyer and have no
money. It is listed in your telephone book. Please call
and make an appointment immediately. Write again
and let me know how you are. I care.
DEAR ABBY: My best friend is a girl. I'm a guy. We have
been good friends for four years now,ever since high school.
She's pretty, intelligent, vivacious and a quality person.
Our relationship has always been platonic. She always
said that one day the right man would come along, and until
then she didn't want to fool around. I told her I respected her
for that.
My problem, Dear Abby,is that my emotions don't always
agree with my intellect, and now I find myself falling for
her after we agreed to be just friends. This is causing me a
great deal of unrest and it's putting a strain on our
friendship. What should I do?
DISTRACTED
DEAR DISTRACTED: Lay it on the line.dTell her
that your "just friends" agreement doesn't seem to be
working, that your head understands it but your
heart has a mind of its own. Then sit back and
dbaerve her reaction find you'll have your answer.

Model 73

Sun.
Thru
Tues.
6-piece Official Horseshoe Set

9.97

44
.
- 4 metal shoes, 2 regulation steel pegs

Our Reg. 13.94

9

Sun. •

Tues.
.9
Spincasting Reel and Rod Combo
400 Reel with 80 yds. line, 2-pc '737' rod
700 U.S. Highway 641 N
tit 7 Sedalia Rd Mayfield, Ky

y
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Fins & Feathers
Lake-By-Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
- Fishing activity has been
light and generally unproductive at most of Kentucky 15 major lakes. The
state gave this rundown:
Kentucky — Sauger fair
drifting minnows and trolling deep runners along
dropoffs; in tailwaters catfish good on cutbaits in boils;
clear to murky, stable, onehalf.foot above summer pool
and 76.
Barkley — Black bass slow
on medium runners and
plastic worms along
shoreline; clear to murky,
stable, one-half foot above
summer pool, 77.
Nolin — In tailwaters trout
good on cheese and corn,
drum perch fair on live

nightcrawlers; clear to
murky, falling, 2 feet above
summer pool. 84.
Barren — No activity;
clear, falling, 16 feet above
summer pool,84.
Rough River — Crappie
and bluegill slow; clear,falling, 10 feet above summer
pool,80.
Green River — Bluegill
good on worms and crickets
along shallow banks; crappie slow, clear to murky,
falling, 1 foot above summer
pool,80.
Dale Hollow — White bass
and crappie fair under lights
with minnows at night;
clear, falling slowly, 1 foot
above normal pool,83.
Cumberland — Walleye,
white bass and crappie fair

under lights at night; black
bass slow at night on large
spinner baits and plastic
worms; in tailwaters, trout
good on worms, cheese and
corn; clear,falling rapidly, 4
feet below timberline,83.
Laurel — Trout good on
worms, cheese and corn;
bluegill fair on worms and
crickets along shallow
banks; clear, falling slowly,
3 feet below power pool, 81.
Herrington — Bluegill
good on worms and crickets
along shallow banks; black
bass fair to good at night on
plastic worms around rocky
banks; clear, falling, 5 feet
above summer pool,82.
Cave Run — Bluegill fair
on worms and crickets along
shallow banks; black bass

IMMO OUTDOORS

IWO Sawn

fair at night on plastic
worms; clear to murky,
stable, at summer pool,80.
Grayson — Bluegill fair on
worms and crickets; crappie
slow on minnows over
submerged cover; clear to
murky, stable, 1 foot above
summer pool,83.
Buckhorn — Bluegill fair
on worms and crickets in
shallow nesting areas; clear
to murky,stable, at summer
pool,84.
Dewey — Bluegill and
crappie slow; muddy,
stable, 142 feet above summer pool, 79.
Fishtrap — Bluegill and
crappie slow; clear to murky
(large amount of floating
debris), stable at summer
pool, 79.

Roland Martin is without
doubt the world's best professional bass fisherman. lie
is always around with his
hand stuck out after the tournaments,and numerous first
place checks have graced his
palm. He runs on "24 high"
at all times, whether fishing
or conducting an interview.
His enthusiasm and confidence about catching bass
is almost staggering.
Roland Martin and I had a
chance to sit down together
last week during the Outdoor
Writers Association of
America annual conference
in Louisville. He wanted to
know how fishing was at
Kentucky Lake. I told him it
had been a crazy spring, and
I had a few questions about
how bass are affected by
weather. Interview begins.
Professional bass Nagler Reload Martin ratm Kestsocky-liarkley Lakes la his top le
"Well, everybody knows
spots
for bass fishing. Martin discussed bass fishing with writer Wade learns at.
that fronts have a big effect
resent eatdeer writers csaferesce be Lewisville.
on fish behavior, or at least
they think they know. I'm
constantly fishing in a fronFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) tal passage situation, and barometer starts falling.
got to have super clear bushes on the points of a
— The state Department of I've worked out some Weird things happen in a water. This
holds true in brushline. You'll also find
Fish and Wildlife Resources guidelines on what to do lake when the barometer Kentucy Lake or
anywhere bass on points in general."
has announced the appoint- when the front comes starts down, subtle things in else," Martin continued.
Muddy water? "Fronts afments of three new division through," Martin said.
the microbiology that most "And let me give you a tip on fect bass in muddy water
directors.
"In my opinion it's the people aren't tuned into. But night fishing. Most people more than they do fish in
They are Steve Yont,z as water temperature change the fish are tuned in, and strike when they hear a fish clear water," Martin stated.
director of the Division of that affects bass more than that's why they get turned hitting the plug. The right "If the water's muddy,
Law Enforcement, Rebecca the change in barometric on.
time to strike is when you fronts hurt more. But if the
Games as director of Fiscal pressure. This means that
"Take willow fly hatches, feel the fish. He may have to water temperature- is 75
Control and Peter Pfeiffer as lakes farther north where for example," the pro angler hit the plug four or five times degrees or higher, the effect
director of Fisheries.
the water temperature continued. "Let's say we've before he can connect in the won't, be so pronounced. I'll
Yontz, has been with the might show big drops are got a full moon situation at darkness."
stay with my shallow patdepartment since 1964, and more susceptible to big Kentucky Lake, and the flies
Do solunar tables work? terns in dingy water and fish
has been assistant director changes than the lakes in the are ready to hatch. Then you -Yes.
crankbaits or spinners."
Emphatically yes."
of law enforcement since South. Kentucky Lake is might get a drop in the
And one last question. How
What do bass do when
December, 1977. He replaces right on the border."
barometric pressure, and there's a big rise in water do Kentucky and Barkley
R.W.Garrison, who retired.
Martin stared into the the change will literally pop levels? "A lot of times they'll Lakes rate in your list of
Games began as a princi- table as he talked, recalling the willow flies out of their
go right up with the rise. I favorite lakes? "For the last
ple account clerk with the bits and pieces from his web shells. There are other
remember one afternoon on five years these lakes have
department in 1973 and has of fishing information. "I use things that happen in the
Lake Barkley where I been in my top 10. They're
been assistant director since 5-degree
temperature food chain. That's why bass caught fish on a spot that had good lakes for the smart
1979. The Fern Creek native changes as a guideline. If a get turned on right before a
been a dry field that same fisherman, and I enjoy
(Tep photo) Paul Myhill, replaces Harold Wallace,
front passes and the water front."
morning.
The bass will stay fishing them."
lift, of Murray, wee first who also retired.
temperature drops less than
What about moon phases? right with that rising
Roland Martin, bass
place la the Keetacky ArPfeiffer, of Jeffersontown, 5 degrees, I don't think tbe "Moon phases are a big deal,
champion. Blond hair.
water."
chers Asseciatioa State has been assistant director fish will change their pat- and they're real comAnd falling water? "In Leather skin. A head cramTarget Sheet Championship of his division since 1968 terns. If the water drops 5-10 plicated. I don't think we Kentucky or Barkley when med full of knowledge on
at HopkInsville, ea lase 14, after joining the department degrees, they'll pull out of have time to do them justice. the water starts falling, the bass and what it takes to
I. Class AA freestyle in 1963 as a fisheries the shallows. Usually when But I will say that a full fish will pull out to the button catch them.
He replaces I'm preparing for a tourna- moon is a good time to find
unlimited. Myhill also took biologist
top boners for overall high Charles Bowers, who ment, I'll try to establish at shad schooling out in the
score. Myhill is the retired.
least five different patterns: main lake areas. In the sumpresident of the Jemmy Ridge
say three shallow patterns mer when the moon's full
Bewhunten Club of Murray.
and two deep ones. If the you can find all kinds of fish
water temperature drops as out on the old Tennessee
(Left phete) Randy Lassiter,
You're nauseous and short the brown recluse gets worse
much as 10 degrees, I'll just River channel ledges."
left if Hazel, wen first place
of breath. You feel a heavy over a period of hours and
abandon the shallow patAt this time Martin weight pressing down on days, first causing blisters
in Class A freestyle
terns and go to the deep dizgressed into a story about
unlimited.
your chest, making it hard to and later the sloughing off of
ones.
the day he was fishihg Ken- breathe. The clossic symp- tissue destroyed by he
Anyone interested in
"If the water temp drops \ tucky Lake with Dr. Charles
leining used / or sheeting
toms of.„41_,Ateart attack? spider's potent yenom. A vicmore than 10 degrees wh3,/ Morehead of Paducah. He
with this groom am call
Maybe— not, says a recent tim of the brown recluse
the froet_passesjneVer ex- told about catching big bass
Myhill at 75343112.
issue of Sports Afield. You spider may take months to
pect to cat-Cliny bass. The on the river's bordering high
may have been bitten by a recover, and indeed some les•n•••Nomenenon•••nonemossaene•enelloll only place you can find'em in
•
spots, and how the bass mov- spider.
•
usually the very young and
this situation is in heavy ed out and the sauger moved
The brown recluse spider - very old - do not.
cover on the edges of deep in. His recall was total:
There is presently no anso named because it stays
dropoffs."
names of bays, specific
out of sight most of the time, tidote for the bite of the
"If the barometer doesn't details, etc. I found this
hiding in barns, attics, brown recluse.-'Treatment
make much difference, why remarkable in light of the
iosets and-,the like — has consists mainly of nursing
do the bass get turned -on fact that this angler fishes abeen spreading across the the symptoms and waiting
right before a front passes, hundred different lakes -a
country since before 1913, for the poison to take its
before there's any water year. I would say his when it was first spotted in course.
temperature change?" I memory and his ability to the South. It is now found na- So, warns Spots Afield,
asked.
relate a present fishing tionwide.
shake out those boots and
"I didn't say the situation to one he's had in
Far deadlier than the those hunting shirts and dig
barometer doesn't matter," the past is one of his secrets
much-feared black widow out fishing gear from attics
Martin continued. "I believe for success.
spider, the brown recluse - or basements with care. A
the water temperature has
What about night fishing in also known as the "violin" tiny pair of eyes may be wat••
more effect on bass, but they the summer? "Night fishing
spider because of the black ching you. A tiny pair of
can also tell when the can be very good, but you've
violin-shaped patch on its fangs may be waiting.
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Beware Of Brown
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Tractor
Tires
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: Road and Field Service :
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410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
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At Jonathan Creek

Announces
NEW 10 and ST Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30" Covered Slips For Cruisers

appy Holiday Travel,Inc

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operate elmrnafes manna growth on boat bottom

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Sales & Service

EVIRRUOE
SALES IS
SERVICE

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCtURE

RESTAURANT

At-1).9cent' to Sportsman's Safari Campground

Rt 5 Benton,

Y 42025

502/354-6568

753-411i
llJL

641 Super Shell

6
7; •'

WILY WAIT,

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

US

•

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
le get your boot

68 & 80 at the west end of Aurora Ky

Hours: Mon.-Set. 11
Som. 1-6 p.m.

Telephone 502-436-5483

';]

and meter in shape? Contact Bob Strode, former
service asasenger of Made A Mack, your metherized
Memory a MerCruiser Service Dealer.

located at Jct

Hw.641 South

"s1

GRAYSON McCLURE

foke 94 fast otot of Mttrroy for 2 miles Torn right on
280
Follow 280 for 1 milts post Bonner s Grocery
Take
black top info Ponoramdanr1 lonow blacktop to your roght

back - is, fortunately, less
common. But if you happen
to tangle with the brown
recluse - say, when you don a
shirt or pair of boots the
spider has donned first you're not likely to come out
the winner.
Symptoms of the spider's
bite include not only nausea
and shortness of breath, but
chills, hot flashes and a
"red-hot needle" sensation
in the area of the bite. Unlike
that of the black widow,
which causes instant and
agonizing pain, the bite of

p.n.

SO2-474-2214

iNgliallEJSRLINBUIIMMOLSM

Since 1986• 15 Years Of Dependable

Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

•Covar AliAlindows`
▪ Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
•Complorte Remodeling
We Etulki Cupboards To Fit
▪ Roofing
•Storm Windows Er Doors

Free Estimates Call

436-2802
RI S Box 2059 Murray, Ky

*
*

*
*
*
OUTIBOARCHN :

i Darnell Marine Sales **
*

Murray, Ky. 4271
:Route 3 Box 80
*
Highway 94 East
*
*
*
OWNER: Gary Darnell
*
.1,*

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Mrs. Link Installed As
President Of OWAA
•
By ROBIN PATER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Whether it's the Adirondecks in the Northeast, the
Yucatan Peninsula is Mexico or the Atlantic Ocean just
a block away from her New
Jersey home, Sheila Link
says she feels comfortable
everywhere.
Even as one of only about
100 women out of 1,500
members of the Outdoor
Writers Association of
America and as its first
female president, Mrs. Link
feels comfortable.
The OWAA elected Mrs.
Link and installed her last
week at its 54th annual conference in Louisville.
Mrs. Link says she's never
had any qualms about taking
over the top office as the first
woman — she's just concerned
'
"Because we have a president who's going to be a
damned tough act to follow,"
said Mrs. Link last week
before her swearing in at the
conference.
•With 14 years' membership under her belt, plus her
many experiences with the
outdoors, Mrs. Link should
have little difficulty as president of a group of fellow outdoor writers,illustrators and
photographers.
Mrs. Link experiences,
teaches, and then writes
about many outdoor adventures. And though she's
never taken formal lessons
in her two favorite sports —
hunting and canoeing — she
now shares with others her
knowledge about them.
The Bradley Beach, N.J.,
resident conducts outdoor
skills seminars at Brookdale
College in Lincroft, N.J.,
teaching safe gun handling,
map and compass reading,
backpacking, canoeing and
wilderness survival.
Previously, Mrs. Link
taught at the National Outdoor Center in New Mexico

four times a year for three
years, covering desert survival.
The wife and mother of
four grown children is the
field editor for a magazine
called "The Camper,"
published in Long Island,
N.Y., which covers five
states in the Northeast. And
she writes a weekly synt
dicated newspaper column
on salt-water fishing, as well
as a monthly wilderness
camping column.
A free-lancer for national
magazines covering outdoor
sports., Mrs. Link has been
published in "Gun World,"
"Field & Stream," "Outdoor
Life," "Sports Afield," and
others.
Mrs. Link, who said she
grew up part tomboy,is also
co-author of a book written
as part of the Hardy Boys
series, whidi Mns. Link sal
is a manual on wilderness
survival.
Her 28-year-old daughter,
who shares her mother's affinity to nature, said that the
publishers of "The Hardy
Boys Handbook: Seven
Stories for Survival" chose
the right author — the body
of a grown woman and the
mind of an 11-year-old boy.
And her oldest son told her
that it was really an
autobiography just put into
novelform.
Surely Sheila Link has accumulated dozens of stories
she could tell about her encounters
with
the
wilderness. She could tell of
how she especially enjoys
elk hunting "because they
are high-country game."
Or she could tell of how she
hand-loads all her own ammunition for her hunting
trips. When she's tracking
elk — along with her partner
(just one of her partners is a
woman) — she hunts them
on horseback, kills them,
field-dresses them and then
packs them out.
Recently, Mrs. Link took
an overnight, 37-mile Ap-

palachian Trail backpacking
trip with 18 novices. And
next month, it's off to South
Dakota for some prairie dog
hunting with a group of
friends.
A first for Mrs. Link will
come in late October, as she
travels to Zambia in South
Africa for a two-week hunt
where she is looking forward
to stalking elephant, Cape
Buffalo, leopard, lion and
yarious plains game.
She'll probably take all of
her hunting and camping
gear but she won't be taking
her husband Frederic along.
"He sort of enjoys the
peace and quiet while I'm off
and running...he has time for
his intellectual pursuits,"
she said of her husband,
who's a high school English
teacher and a professional
musician. "It's a marriage
that works out well," she
said.
"My husband is very
disinterested in the outdoors," said Mrs:Link. But,
she added, "he's very supportive" of her activities.
Although he doesn't share
her love for the outdoors,she
shares his interests in music.
In fact,she too,is a Musician
who used to play the bass fiddle professionally until she
decided to devote full-time to
outdoor writing.
"I began to tire, not of the
music...I got tired of the
hours and the environment.
It completely obliterated
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any enjoyment for outdoor
time," Mrs. Link explained.
"The writing and the
teaching help to support my
habit...the hunting and the
traveling — the things I like
to do."
Currently, Mrs. Link is
writing "A Woman's Guide
to Outdoor Sports," that she
said should be on the
bookshelves by March or
April of next year.
The 55,000-word book for
Winchester Press will contain 200 illustrations — most
of which are either line
drawings or photographs she
did herself.
Most of all, Mrs. Link
would rather not be writing,
but bow and arrow hunting,
fishing or cross-country skiing in what she calls her
The Kentucky Lake Bass Clefs held their insweal Ladies Day isionsannat, set ef Kodak, Marisa, Saturday, Juno
"playground."
20. The whusers were, left te right, first place Bob and Nancy Burroughs, soused place and big bass Larry and
"All of America is kd of
y_b_a_e_k____y_a_rd,my_Sally-Cassp,tisieri-plaeatorretta-airil-Seottio Young.
playground," Mrs. Link
said. "I'd hate to be locked
into one area. I just love the
whole country — I'm a any
Matpia's
mover.
"We here in America don't
really appreciate the beauty
r
and recreation and the.
spiritual revitalization that
. *WI
"
the outdoors of this beautiful
country offers," Mrs. Link
said.
When I wake up first
Many anglers are finding and retain their action if you bass Wednesday morning on broken, in his hands, Bernie
thing in the morning, I hear the fishing conditions more use 14 pound test line or less. Kentucky Lake, when Bernie proceeds to pull and frees
the sea gulls screaming and favorable on cloudy overcast
If you use heavier line, you hung his lure on an under- the lure that was hung first
the pounding of the surf. It days, while others are cat- will have to use a larger lure water obstruction.
As he pulled it in toward the
just turns me on for the day ching fish under the hot to keep it at that depth.
Being the husky fellow boat a sauger struck the lure
sad I hit the deck running — sunlight without any shade.
The colors vary with the type, Bernie tried to pull the and was promptly hauled inI can't wait to get started."
It sounds like the month of lighting conditions of mother lure free and put too much to the boat well rope fashion4
June to me,I regret the loss nature so be prepared to pressure on the line, causing Believe it! The lure, was of
of so many mayfly hatches, change until you find one it to break several feet in course, a Rebel Wee-R. Bernie related all of this to me
front of the lure.
which I feel has been a ma- that works for you.
Another lure is tied on and while wearing a big grin of
I have a story to tell you
jor factor in our success this
which I am sure it will get a the casting continues until his own but he said he had a
month.
Three times, we have had few grins as most fish stories the second lure hangs on witness.
commercial engines in the good hatches of mayflies do.
He wouldn't make up .4
what appears to be the line
Johnson line. The Workhorse washed away by nighttime
story like that, would he?
Bernie Prince and Ed from the first lure.
55, featuring Johnson's storms and this really makes Sawicki were casting for Taking the line which was
Happy Fishing!
recreational Sea-Horse styl- a difference in fish moveing has previewed in ment. You will have a lull in
September.
feeding because the schools
Standard features found were hitting the flies as they
on all three outboards in- came out of their shells and
clude a rugged top mount instinctively would expect to
starter, special fuel filter feed again the next day.
(which can be cleaned exterWhenever the schools of
nally), full throttle reverse fish fail to find any flies on
and a stainless steel water the surface, they scatter
pump for longer life.
again.
"Before their introduction
So for the lucky anglers
to this country, these two who have been present duroutboards were engineered ing a hatch, really did catch
for use in the rugged far some nice bluegill, sauger &
eastern countries and South stripes. I have been taking
America where outboards sauger & stripes by trolling
are not often thought of as a the rebel wee-r and the wigpleasure item but rather as a gle wart.
tool," said Johnson OutThese lures are able to
boards Manager Tom reach the 10-12 foot depths
Kalbfus. "They have been
tested worldwide through a
wide range of marine conditions."
"What we've learned from
the people who make a living
using them in their jobs has
CAMPERS—A group of 40 fifth and sixth graders from Calloway County arrived
1
been engineered into these
Monday for a week of oudoor fun and instruction at Camp John Currie, one of the
units for a heavier duty
f,
three conservation education camps operated by the Department of Fish and
engine with longer life."
tri )
Wildlife Resouces. The campers, who have all participated in the Department's
One prime example of this,
/%7
Conservation Education Program in the schools, will spend the week swimming,
Kalbfus pointed out, is the
boating, and fishing and will also receive instruction in boating safety, conservation
corrosion protection built inand safe gun handling.
to each Johnson outboard
developed through research
with the Workhocse. After
studying the effects of high
temperature and humidity in
the salt water coastal
regions of the Far East,
special corrosion-resistant
metals, primers and baked
enamel paints were instituted into the entire line of
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
both the pleasure and commercial outboards.
"Through this and additional research we incor8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
porated a sacrificial zinc
Hwy. 641 So.
anode into the lower unit for
Phone 753-8322
additional corrosion protection," Kalbfus said.

Fishing tine

...„.11/„.,

New Outboards
Introduced
WAUKEGAN, lllinois —
Johnson Outboards has introduced to the United States
two new "WoOhorse" outboards, part of its worldwide line of heavy-duty outboards made especially for
commercial use.
The Workhorse 25 and 40
bring to three the number of
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Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

SPORTING GOODS

Open 7 Days A Week

Chris Smith,fear year old sea of Mr. and Mrs. Maws Smith, was extremely preed
sills Apia blumpM he cam* while asides at Kenialte Marisa,Saturday, Mese M.

>asoomxioessuool
THE JONES

Cain's AMC Jeep

• OR &ma* Karbicky lake

FrecUGardner, Owner

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

Fostering
*Boss Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

11E1

-*J.C. Pontoons

IVIflHltJI
SAI IS A
SERVICE

R.R.1 Buchanan, Tenn 901) 232-8221

Murray Bait Co.

Hwy.641 North

753-6448

Hwy. 94 East
t
Murray, Ky. 42071'N,

Phone
502-7c,3-5693

.
*
*
.
**
• .
** Kenlake Manna **17. .

***************************
*
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

* Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
*
*

*
*
*

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
:Rentals--Guide Sehice-Covered Storage:
*
*
Launching
Ramp-Tackle,
Bait
*
*
*
*
* Rt. 1 Hardin
(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 *
*
30****************************

Beamer, Claiborne
Compare Routes
As Head Coaches

COMING IN ALL AGES — These three Murray players
were part of the field that opened the Murray Tennis
Association junior tournament yesterday. From left to
right are Greer Houston, Mark Whitaker and Walter
Payne.

Three With Different Outlooks
Share Halfway Lead At Memphis
itt Photos By

Thursday's visit between two of college football's
brighter football minds showed that ingenuity often belies
a more relaxed countenance.
When Maryland coach Jerry Claiborne, who in eight
ears has turned the Terrapins into an Atlantic Coast Conference power and a national contender, passed through
Murray on his way to a family reunion, it was a golden opportunity to check on his first player to assume a head
coaching position.
_After watching the two coaches together, it was easy to
see that Beamerhad played for Claiborne. As they shared
notes and traded stories, the similarities covered every
sonalities.
While Claiborne had played defensive back for the
University of Kentucky and was named the outstanding
senior there in 1949, Beamer was also a defensive back
when he played for Claiborne at Virginia Tech from 196668 and was the team captain during his senior year.
After Beamer had begun his coaching career at Radford
High School, he was given a graduate assistant's position
at Maryland by Claiborne.
So, the two had a lot to recapture Thursday when
Claiborne also spent time with two men who had been a
part of his high school career at Hopkinsville.
While Bailey Gorr, a physical education professor at
Murray State and a high school teammate, spent most of
the time with Claiborne, the Maryland coach also made a
request to see Ty Holland, the former Murray High coach
of over 40 years.
Even though Beamer, Gorr and Holland occupied most
of Claiborne's time and interest, Claiborne also found a
pleasing sight he wished he had — one Danny Lee
Johnson..
Johnson only had to take one step in front of Claiborne's
eyes before turning into Beamer's office. By then,
Claiborne had become a starstruck admirer.
-Where did you get that one?" Claiborne bellowed into
Beamer's office, only to be even more stunned when he
learned that Johnson was a tailback despite having the appearance of a lineman.
While Johnson is a player whose appearance can turn
coaches' thoughts to mush with one glance, Claiborne
talked about the contrast in the way Beamer played the
secondary for him.
••He was an excellent defensive back," Claiborne said.
• He was a very smart player. He knew and studied football.
He was one of those aggressive players who was tough
mentally and physically. He did not have great speed, but
he was able to play and not make mistakes because he
studied the game."
Although the two coaches have gone farther apart since
Claiborne worked with Beamer, he added that the two remain in close contact.
-•
One of the most significant results of their mutual admiration has been the successful adoption of the wide
tackle six defense by Beamer at Murray State.
We used this defense when I was coaching in prep
school," Claiborne said. "The one coach Beamer uses is
almost identical to ours.
"We try to recruit big, quick people, but the defense can
i)e effective with small people."
Both Beamer and Claiborne have proven just that during their playing and coaching careers.

Red Sox Finish First As
1-Ball Regular Seaspn Ends
T-Ball's 1980 regular
season ended Friday with
the • league champion Red
*ix defeating the Cards 35-15
and the Phillies downing the
Yankees 32-23.
The Red Sox Jeff Brannon
and Ashley Ilaak each had
triples and Justin Miller had
a double. For the Cards, An-

thony Miller had a triple and
Dusty Wilson had a double.
In the other game, the
Phils' Scott Downey had a
grand slam while teamate
Jason Stevenson had a home
run and two triples and Darrell Ramsey had a home run,
triple and a double. Chris
Jones had a double for the
Yanks.

David Hibbutt

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) — 5 under par for two trips over
The three men sharing the the 7,249-yard Colonial Counhalfway lead in the $300,000 try Club course.
Strange and Pate, a
Danny Thomas-Memphis

Kite, who slipped to a 73 that
he called "a very poor round
of golf, one of the worst I've
played in a long time."

who hasn't won in almost $1,931 in this tournament to
three years, each had a 70 in retain his PGA Tour playing
rights, one-putted 11 times
the warm,breezy weather.
A single shot back at 140 at on the way to a 68. Heard's
the tournament's midway 66, the best round of the tourpoint were David Thore, nament, was highlighted by
Jerry Heard, Scott Simpson two chip-in birdies. Simpson
Curtis Strange, howtver, and first round leader Tom shot 71.
was confident despite What
he called "a couple of stupid
mistakes. What I like about
my play is that I'm putting
better and better every day.
Will B.Closed Monday 29th To Prepare For Their Famous
I feel real good about it."
And Jeff Mitchell is just
trying to figure out a way to
get the ball in the fairway.
Despite his troubles off the
tee, he managed to birdie
two of the last three holes
Friday for a 68 that tied him
with Pate and Strange at 139,

different outlooks for the
final 36 holes.
"The way I'm playing,I'm
not at all optimistic," said
former U.S. Open champion
Jerry Pate.

SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE
Sale Starts Tuesday,
June 30 9:00 A.M.

TWO WHO THINK ALIKE — Murray State football coach Frank Beamer (left) visits
with Maryland football coach Jerry Claiborne, who was also Beamer's coach at
Virginia Tech.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

Stanley Finishes Fourth

Brown Wins 2nd State
Amateur Tournament
GOSHEN, Ky. (AP) —
Paducah golfer Jimmy
Btown has won his second
Kentucky Men's Amateur
Golf Tournament title with a
one-over-par 72 at the Harmony Landing Country Club
course.
Brown finished the fourday, 72-hole event Friday
with a 287, one shot ahead of
Mount Sterling's Charlie
Bowles, who finished with a
288, and two shots ahead of
Louisvillian Bill Musselman,
who had a 289.
Musselman and John
Stanley, who finished fourth
with a 290, were tied going
into Friday's final 18 holes
with 54-hole totals of 214,
while Brown was one shot
back at 215.
Brown finished the front
nine three strokes over par
after bogeying the eighth
hole and double-bogeying the
fourth for a 38.
However,on the back nine,
Brown's game came
together after he bogied the
tenth hole. He proceeded to

birdie the 11th, 12th and 15tth
holes.
He was even par on the
last three holes, to finish the
back side with a 34,for an 18hole of 72.
"Those chip shots got me
going on 11 and 15," said
Brown, a 26-year-old
stockbroker. "I hit a lot of
greens today and you have to
do that to win tournaments."
Musselman, a five-time
state amateur champion,
finished the first nine holes
with a two-over par 37.
He was even par on the
back nine until the final hole,
when he double-bogied.
Bowles, a Morehead State
University golfer and the
Ohio Valley Conference
champion, had a even-par 35
on the front nine, but bogied
theh 11th and 13th holes on
the back nine.
He still had a chance to
win or tie on the 18th green,
but his putt was just short,
giving him a 34 for the back
nine and a 72 for the day.
Stanley, of Mayfield, took

himself out of contention
with an 18-hold score of 76,
five over par. He shot 38 on
both the front and back
nines.
"Jimmy putted fantastic,
and That will win you more
tournaments than lose for
you," Musselman said. "If I
could haw made a putt on
18, it would have made his
shot harder."
Brown also won the state
amateur tournament in 1977
in Owensboro, also by one
shot.
"This was a heck of a lot
easier than winning in
Owensboro" Brown said. "I
don't mean the competition,
but I didn't feel the tension
until I got on the 16th tee. I
was younger then and had
more time to think about it"
"If ever I win a golf tournament it's because of my
putting," he said.
He said that on the last
three holes,"All I was trying
to do was get on the green for
a par. I had to make my
putts."

NOTICE...MEMBERS OF
WESTERN DARK
FIRED TOBACCO
GROWERS ASSOCIATION

We're Loaded With Trucks

The annual meeting of
members will be held at the
Murray State University
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road
in Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday, July 8, 1981, at 10:30
A.M. for the purpose of
hearing the President's report
and a general discussion of
the cooperative's affairs.
Minnie B. Craig
Secretary

We're Making Deals You Won't

Just as you protect yourself from the heat and
sun, so should you protect your home. The
summer sun beats down on your roof, raising the
temperature in your attic, then penetrates down
into the living area of your home, putting an extra
burden on your air conditioner.
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And Must Clear Our Lots

Come Make Us An Offer

Top off your home protection by installing
adequate insulation (at least R-19, but preferably
R-30) over your ceiling to slow the flow of heat.

Tv4 West Kentucky Rural Electric
Coop. Corp. 153-5012
Murray-Mayfield
• x) vi•sronii•snmu•sinnii•gonn•svonvi.00nit•Donii•synnin
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More Depth Showing In Men's Field Than In Women's

Borg, McEnroe, Connors Have It All So Easy
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — It has all been so
easy for Blom Borg, John
McEnroe and Jimmy Connors.
Borg, bidding for a sixth
straight Wimbledon title,
has not dropped a set in
reaching the fourth round of
this year's All-England
championship. Connors is in
the same position.
McEnroe did drop one set
to Raul Ramirez of Mexico
in the second round, but he
was back in top gear Friday.
Borg defeated Rolf Gehring of West Germany 6-4, 7-5,
6-0 Friday and then admitted
he would like a tough match
at some stage.
"I feel ready for a long
hard match," said the 25year-old Swede, who faces
his friend and practice partner Vitas Gerulaitis today.
Connors defeated fellow
American Tony Giammalva
6-4, 6-4, 6-0, while McEnroe
blitzed compatriot Bob Lutz
6-4,6-2,6-0.

Eight Americans are in
the 16-player field and were
joined by four unseeded
Australians, a South
African, a Pole, an Indian
and the inevitable Borg.
Paul Kronk, a 26-year-old
Australian who is troubled
by a back injury, staged the
biggest upset of the day,
ousting ninth-seeded Jose
Luis Clerc of Argentina 2-6,
6-4,6-1,7-6.
Only six of the 16 men's
seeds have survived, while
11 of the women — including
all of the top eight — made
the fourth round.
Two-time
Wimbledon
champion
Martina
Navratilova, who defeated
American Sharon Walsh 6-1,
2-6, 6-0, thought she had an
explanation for the disparity.
"There is more depth in
men's tennis, but also the
men were seeded a lot on
their clay court perforsurfaces, so the seedings
tend tohold up a lot better,"
said Martina.
Navratilova feels there is

mance& The women do not
vary so much on different
more depth in women's tennis each year.
"The way I see it, any of
five players - (herself,
Czechoslovakian Hana
Mandlikova and Americans
Chris Evert Lloyd, Tracy
Austin and Andrea Jaeger)
could win the women's ti-

tie,"she said.
"I'd be surprised if Andrea
won, but she is a definite
threat. Five players makes a
lot more potential winners
than there have been in past
years."
Austin, 18, was given a
scare by Australian Susan
Leo and had to save three set
points in the second set

before winning 6-2, 74. But
Lloyd, Mandlikova and
Jaeger all had relatively
easy victories.
Lloyd ousted Lele Forood
of the United States 6-2,7-6;
Mandlikova
downed
American Andrea Buchanan
6-3, 6-0 and Jaeger crushed
Leslie Allen of the United
States6-1,6-2.

INTO THE FINAL 16 — John McEnroe (left)and Bjorn Borg are two of only six seeds

to have advanced at Wimbledon.

Associated Press Photos

Strike Talks End On Another Pessimistic Note
—forestalled- an immediate
By H.
settlement and charged
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — them with avoiding the key
There again will be no major issue of compensating teams
league baseball this summer which lose premium free
weekend,and when — or if— agents in the annual re-entry
the season will resume is draft.
•
The mood was perhaps
anybody's guess.
As the players' strike best expressed by Kurt
entered its third week Fri- Bevacqua of the Pittsburgh
day, the latest rdund of Pirates, who sat in on the
negotiations collapsed in an talks for the first time.
Describing himself as "an
atmosphere of pessimism.
Federal mediator Kenneth average major league
Moffett, who earlier in the player, a utility man,lithe
sevenTear
week averted a threatened 34-year-old
strike by air traffic con- veteran said:
"I sat there and listened
trollers but is having
noticeably more difficulty and I didn't see any sign of
trying to resolve this any type of settlement whatdispute, felt no further talks soever. The only thing I saw
would be scheduled for at was adamancy. I'm ready to
sit out all season if! have to,
least several days.
Meanwhile,the players ac- and when the strike started
cused the owners of having that was the last thing I
some sort of timetable that wanted to do. We're no

--elosee-to- a settlement-than- -owners want compensation
we were a year ago."
in the form of a professional
The collapse of the player directly from a team
negotiations came just one signing a free agent_ Present
ebey, the compensation is an amateur
day after Ray
owners' chief negotiator, draft choice.
said he was "encouraged."
The talks broke down
An obviously weary Mof- shortly after a U.S. District
fett described the stalemate Court in Philadelphia threw
by saying, "Both sides are out a lawsuit brought by the
locked in." He said the talks Major League Umpires
collapsed "probably because Association that sought to
both sides ran out of gas as block payment of up to $50
far as finding a way to million in strike insurance to
resolve the issue at this time. the owners.
We've been over and around
Judge Donald Van Artand addressed the compen- sdalen dissolved a temsation issue just about every porary restraining order
. that had been granted
way it can be addressed. The,
problem, of course, is the Wednesday in Common
way it's going to be resolv- Pleas Court. "There is no
ed."
precedent in law for such an
The players have sug- order," he ruled.
gested a pool of players from
The hearing was moved
which teams losing free from the lower court on a
agents could draw while the motion filed by Lloyd's of

-*We've-exhausted lust about obvious their timetable isn'
everything we can to try to ready to solve this.
"It's hard to believe on the
solve this thing. It's becoming more and more obvious 15th day of a strike, but
to us that they must have every time we try to address
kind of timetable ourselves directly .to the
some
At the same time, the Nathey're
working on and it's issues we get off on tangents
tional Labor Relations
Board postponed a scheduled hearing from next Monday until July 6 on a charge
by the players that the
owners have engaged in unfair labor practices. The
players are seeking to force
the owners to open their
• Guaranteed service
books, claiming manage• Financing available
ment has cited financial
• No down payment
hardship as a reason for
wanting to change the
method of free agent compensation.

--London; tV chief Insurer,
which said the case should
be Considered in federal
court because of baseball's
national character.

Firecracker
Special

Swift and Connie Spann.
Vonnie Hayes had a homer
for the Aces.
In the second game,Spann
hit another one out to aid in
her team's victory over the
Royals.
The Astros had previously
beaten the Royals last Tuesday 25-8 while the Royals
came back in a second game
to defeat the Aces 12-4.

Thompson got the win for
the Astros in the first game,
while Swift and Spann lifted
the team with two home runs
each. Ginger Stalls, Valerie
Gilbert and Kristy Saldino
also had Astro home runs.
Kendra Thurman and
Jerri Weatherford had the
Royal homers.
In their win over the Aces
in the second game, Thur-

mond had another home run
and she was joined by
teamate Mitzi Boggess.
Alisha Harris and Hayes
had home runs for the Aces.
In other girls softball, the
Reds beat the Cougars 24-10
and the Choppers defeated
the Stars 21-9 in a pair of
lower division girls softball
league games played last
Wednesday.

Reg.$1388
Now only

• ‘. •

"Whenever we broach the
major issue, we get
nowhere," said Rusty Staub
of the New York Mets.

Astros Win Two Games In Girls Softball
The Astros of the upper
division of the girls softball
league won two games last
Thursday. The team downed
the Aces 30-9 and then won
over the Royals 10-4.
Lesley Thompson was the
Astros winning pitcher, in
each game and she also had
a home run in the first game.
Other Astro homers against
the Aces came from Sherri

-that-are-very-easily • • •
like what statistics should be
used to ,determine 'ranking'
free agents. This is such an
easy thing to solve. It's not
an issue. We can find those
top players."

TM

The Econo-Mate

April Woods had two home
runs for the Reds, while
teamates Stacy Walker and
Yolanda Greenfield each
had hornets. Lennie Howell
and Diana Sykes had home
runs for the Cougars.

• Huge 4 Top Rails
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls
• Exclusive Lock-Frame'
construction

Dimension - 16 x 31
Swim Area - 15 x24 x4

•
.
i.):ty Bottom Rail • Aluminum Swing-up
• )io
1.1*t n
and In-Pool Ladders
• Heavy'lgauge solid vinyl • Advanced over-the-wail
Ih nt?4
e
• Skimmer Cartridge
• Filtration Unit

FREE PATIO
FURNITURE
WITH POOL
PURCHASE

In the second game,
Roseeta Merritt and Christy
Darnell had the Chopper
home runs.

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE
FACTORY- ELIMINATE
SALESMANS COMMISSION
-11

Summer Baseball At A Glance
Giants Hold Off Dodgers, 12- 1 1

OLYMPIC POOLS
HOMEOWNERS ONLY
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY

Reds, Pirates Romp

the top of the seventh.
The Reds blanked the A's
The Dodgers big inning 20-0 and the Pirates scored
was triggered by a combina- 10 runs in the first inning of a
tion of walks and hits, in- continuation game against
cluding Wade Smith's double the Astros to win 18-9 in two
and a triple by Andy Parks. Little League contests FriThe score was tied when pit- day night.
cher tennis Thurmond
Chris Padgett, the Reds
drove in Steve Wells and
winning pitcher, had a triple
Mike Butwell.
But the Giants dug in and to help the winning cause acIt was the Cards over the while Jay Housten had two held on until the last of the companied by Mark Miller's
Cubs 19-9 and the Yanks doubles and Chris Garland eighth when Dwayne Gam- triple and doubles by Ben
defeating the Astros 12-9 in had a double.
You and Don Brock.
mons scored on an error.
Park League action Friday
In the second game, the
evening.
Yanks'
Charley Marello had
In the first game, Jeremy
Speight had a home run, tri- a triple and a double, Mickey
ple and a single to lead the Futrell two doubles and
Cards attack. George Cassi- William Beale a triple and a
ty had two doubles and Josh single. Joey Bazzell had k
Dick had a triple and a dou- home run and a single for the
"Special Sale"
ble for the Cards.
Astros while Michael Lovett
For the Cubs, Jay Newton and Chris Bailey each had a
Prices On All
had a triple and a single double and a single.
The Giants saw an eightrun lead disappear in one inning but held off a determined Dodger ball club to eek
out a 12-11 win in eight innings in the only Jr. Babe
Ruth game played Friday

MAIL COUPON • OR TELEPHONE

night.
The first-place Giants (83) were leading 11-3 and the
end of six before the lastplace Dodgers (3-8) decided
to make the game interesting, scoring 8 runs in

The second game was a
continuation of a game
Thursdj1that was dea I 6 ked 8-8"beween the Pirates
and the Astros. But the Bucs
broke it wide open right
away on one hit and six
walks.

Toll Free
1-800-457-2200
Local Calls

_1

812-948-5121
ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA

CALL COLLECT
OPEN 24 HOURS —7 DAYS

P.O. Box 257, New Albany, Ind. 47150
Without obligation, please send a representative
with information on pools
DAYS
• AFTERNOONS
EVENINGS
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
TELEPHONE
Note Sender must be a homeowner
We service the states of Kentucky, Southern
Illinois and Southern Indiana

Cards, Yanks Win

Hondas In
Stock

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS
VI

20%

OFF
• STOREWIDE
10% OFF Work Clothes,
Work Shoes & Rubber Footwear
ALL DAY FRIDAY TILL 8 P.M.
& ALL DAY SATURDAY
•

SETTLE-WORKMAN
.4

DOWNTOWN

COURT SQUARE

st6
ksting
?›
C,
49

4Y
>*

4444 I:"

At Checkout Just Reach In The Hat,
Draw Your Own Discount Of

10

OPEN FRIDAY MONT

OFF
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Cooper Awarded First
Stewart Scholarship
Jeanna K. Cooper, a recent graduate of Calloway.
County High School, has
been awarded the first Manning Stewart Scholarship to
attend Murray State
Universty. .
The $750 scholarship,
awarded through the department of special education, is
for the 1981-82 academic
year. Miss Cooper is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
James Cooper of Mayfield
Route 7.

She plans to study in the
field Cl special education
with an interest in music
therapy.

1. Legal Notice

An honor student, during
her senior year Miss Cooper
was a recipient of the state
Personal Service Award and
the Senior Service Award.

DELINQUENT TAXES
CITY OF
HAZEL,KENTUCKY
Tax liens have been filed with the Calloway County Clerk's Office against the following
named persons or properties. Total amounts indicate penalties and cost of publishing
this notice.
Bramlett, James
22.22 25.22
Dobbin, Joe
5.50
7.70
7.70 23.90
Driver, Henry
16.50 19.50
Driver, H. L
83.80 86.80
Driver, R. J.
8.25 11.25
Duncan,Clarles M.
114.65 106.15 223.80
Evans, Valerie
88.00 91.00
Foster, J.0
17.38 20.38
Hardin, John and Janie K
42.90 49.50 83.72 179.12
Harding, Linda
79.20 77.00 159.20
Holmes,Zack
10.67
13.67
Hutson,Joe Max
133.52 134.07 130.46 401.05
Industrial Cleanup
c/o Wayne Larson
237.60 240.60
Martin, W.G
7.70
6.38 22.44 39.52
Mason, William A
5.28
5.28 13.56
Miller, Thelma
228.91 224.84 456.75
Morris, Michael W
19.03 12.32 34.35
Myers,Cletus
82.06 85.06
Paschall, Wesley
66.00
69.00
Pittman, John
78.10 81.10
Pittman, Katherine Kendall
92 10 84.80 101.20 281.10
Rodgers, James D.
(134.00 )( 107.70 )121.55 142.23 121.00 626.48
Salmon, Warren
131.23 134.23
Stockwell, Bill
68.75 71.75
Stone, Joe Pat
153.56 156.56
Underwood,Herbert
26.40 29.40
William J. Pratt
Mayor,City of Hazel, Ky.

The Manning Stewart
Scholarship
recognizes
students who are preparing
for careers of service to the
handicapped.

Yoke Completes
Infantry Training
Army Pvt. 1 Daniel L.
Yoke, son of Carolyn Stallings, Paris, Tenn., recently
completed One Station Unit
Training I OSUT at the U.S.
Army Infantry School, Fort
Benning, Ga.
OSUT is a 12-week period
which combines basic combat training and advanced
individual training.
The training included
weapons qualifications,
squad tactics, patrolling,

PUT IT IN THE

landmine warfare, field
communications and combat
operations. This qualifies the
soldier as a light-weapons infantryman and as an indirect fire crewman.
Soldiers were taught to
perform any of the duties in
a rifle or mortar squad.
His wife, Robin, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Parker, Route 7,
Murray,Ky.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1. legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

6. Help Wanted

-15. Articles For Sale

Secretary, requires good
typing, prefer dictaphone
and key punch experience.
Full time. Action Personel,
753-6532.
Sitter for one 2 year old
child, plus light housekeeping. Must have references
and own transportation.
Call 753-6532.
Wanted: Hair dresser. Call
753-8282 or 247-6504.

Used florescent fixtures
with 2 bulbs each, $4.00
each. Call 1-354-8244.

Antique couch and iphair.
Two bunk beds. Best offer.
Call 753-4833.
For sale: Nice avocado
Japan range; two window
air-conditioners, 7,000 and
11,000 BTU. Call 753-7330.
Need refrigerator.
Queen size mattress and
springs, $50. NI walnut
bed, $75. A Bassett couch
and chair, needs recovering, $50. 436-2411.

9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751

10. Bus. Opportunity

17. Vacuum Cleaners

MAKE EXTRA
MONEY DURING
YOUR SPARE TIME:

Used vacuums, $5.95 and
up. Call 753-9927.

Show our new line of Cale*
den, Pens and Advertising
Gifts to local firms. Prompt,
friendly service from 72 year
old, 444-1 Company. Weekly
Commissions. No Investment
a Collections. Be Your Own
Boss. Full lime poienlial. N.
experience necessary. Write:
Frank Buckley, NEWTON
MFG. CO., Dept 2446,
Nee*,Iowa 5020$

19. Farm
Equipment
1960 Massey Ferguson, 50
series; with grader blade.
$2400. Call 753-4107 or

753-6788.
For sale: 1968 and 1964
International truck, with
fifth wheel and air brakes.
Also, a 55 John -Deere

Combine. 753-1977.
For sale: a Bush hog, 8'
trailer-type. 753-2987.

stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. For

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

2. Notice
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MU DUMB DU
38 Minklike
mammal
40 Concerning
42 Meadow
44 Jacob's
brother
45 Spreads for
drying

A

A

46 Pronoun
47 A month
48 Sprinted
49 Native metal
50 Openwork
fabric
53 Negative
prefix
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1 Inquire
2 Look at
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HOP YOU EVER
AAY
6E7 TO BE A
FRIED
CADDY', KID? ASKED ,ME

Fast, dependable farm
and truck tire service.

Seven days a week

753- 8500 ,
Coll
Economy Tire 8. Ser-

DURGIN
BAIT
SHOP

vice.

Good used cleaned
bricks. Coll 753-9964
after 2 or come by
Taylor Stote.

Bert 147 Naatila, Ky.
Hwy. 444, Ridge
Read
436-2102
Bible Facts. Free store for
the needy. 759-4600.

PM

Bi•hi

HOW ABOUT THIS OTHER
FUNNY LOOKING KIP?

2. Notice

NOW
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HE HAS 1-115 OWN BUSINESS.
WITH
CADDYING 15
JUST 4 SIDELINE...

SPECIAL
NIS WEEK
Pistols:
Ruger 22 cal.
Automatic
$14500
Nigh Standard
"Sport King"
22 cal LR
s139oo

GOLD
SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113

Spike's Real Estate
"We have a place for you:'
Needles,Calif.

KEY
AVTO PARTS
515 S. 4111 St.,
Murray, Keetveky

Batteries, tiros,
wheel ieveri; este
accessories. 24 beer
towing. Abe a complete It.. of used
set. parts.
7534500

SPECIAL
SALE
Satellite Antennas.
Buy direct from
Manufacturer. 180 TV
Stations. 602-6222290

Special
Kelm Rosen
Issas
$10.N Ott with
etyp el Ilds ed.

Vsrusea's
Western
Stars
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

5. Lost & Found
Lost: a bucket of tools,
around the housing project
on the the Southeast side
of town. Call 753-9400.

tra

6

Z7

6. Help Wanted
I BOUGHT MY
FISH A NEW
BOWL

THIS WILL BE
QUITE A
CHANGE FOR
HIM ----

so fLE_ LET HIM

GET USED TO IT

GRADUALLY

FIVE BUCKS
SAYS
PoES

• I GOT A
GOOD BUY
ON T1-115 NEW
DO& FOOD,
OTTO

59T
SNORf

1-1-4E HOLIDAY:5 ESEEN OVF_R
RJMONTHS,.L.'Ji "fr

WHAT ARE stou COING
SELLING TREES NOW7

Experienced
Groomer with own equipment. Sharon's ,House of
Pets. Call 753-8619
between 8:30am-6:00pm,
after 8pm call 759-1673.
Beautician needed call Kut
and Kurl Beauty Shop.
753-1682.
Full time Medical Secretary and Receptionist. Send
resume to Box 1040-X.
Help wanted: part-time, to
do light house keeping, and
care for infant child. Must
have own transportation.
Must not smoke. Supply
references with reply. Box
1040Y, Murray.
WANTED;

Need reliable person to
babysit part-time with two
children in my house. Must
be experienced and have
references. Call 753-9927.
Secretary for Association.
Must be able to meet and
work with public. Typing ,
booking, office machine
skills required. Short hand
desirable. 753-5171.

▪

WIND SURFERS- World's
largest selling sailboat now
in stock. Lessons available.
Ky. Lake Sales, Hwy 62,
Calvert City, Ky. 395-7844.
The Pistol People: Invest irr
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 . miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday

Manufaciurer
Needs
Dislrict Dealers
The Hottest Item in- the
Housing Market Today
Featuring:
1. Hand hewn Rustic
Look Exterior
2. Flat tongue ands
Groove Interior Look
3. Solid 8 in. Uniform
Logs
4.
New
Contemporary Styles
5.
Commercial
Building Available
6. Prtoected Territory
Requirements:
1. Purchase Model
Home from 15,000 to
20,000
2.
Investment
Secured by Model
Home
3. Desire to Succeed

Call Mr. McGinnis Toll Fret
Today all100-431-9528
or write
RUSTK 106
HONES, INC.
1206 Grover lad
Kegs Mardaio„
Nor§ Undies 28086

12. Insurance
INSURANCE CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT
114 So.4th St.
Mulvey, Ky.. 12071
Bus.(S02)7534132
Res:1502)7534371
UFE,HEALTH,HOME

14. Want To Buy
76,77, or 78 Datsun or
Toyota. 753-6760.

15. Articles For Sale
1969 GMC Truck, best offer
over $150. New basketball
back-board, $45.00. Rug
shampooer, $25.00. 7591644.
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Set of golf clubs. Call
753-1812 or 753-6933.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

DR.CRAIG
E. LOEWE
LOOKS LIKE
WHAT
HAPPENECI HE WAS HIT
BY A TRUCK.
10
7 THIS
ONE?
LOOK „OP,
HIS JAW„
THAT MARK.,?!

20. Sports
Equipment

-information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
Immediate opening, on the
job training, requires artistic talent, good manual
dexterity, w illinness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with personal information to Box 1040-Z.

RUSTIC LOG HONES

PodiatristFoot,Specialist
Will no longer be practicing
in Murray,Kentucky.
All medical records will
remain with Dr. John G.
Ingram at Bel Air Center, S.
12th Street, Murray, Kentucky.

New Magnavox
25" Color
TV
$25 Dews
$25 A Meath

16. Home
Fumishui

$350, weekly,
S1501S6r
1 Snake
4 Competent
4 Make
5 - the line
amends
6"- a clear
9 Article
day. "
12 Red or Black 7 Bird's home
13 Skeleton
8 Chemical
parts ,
compound
14 Inlet
9 Earthquake
15 Tea maker
10 Hasten
17 Thoroughfare 11 Brunch
19 Fish eggs
16 Cover
20 Vapor
18 Forays
21 Halt
20 Fasteners
23 Near
21 Quiet
24 Disturbances 22 Sum
27 Weight
23 Limbs
measure
25 Drinks
28 Irish islands
heavily
30 Let fall
26 Blemishes
31 Pronoun
28 Cooled lava
32 Meddles
29 Gaseous
34 Italian river
element
35 Mt. St.
32 Dravidian
Helens
33 Scale note
output
36 Suitcase
37 Wild plum
38 Damp
1 2 II
39 Andean
12
animal
41 Printer's
II
measure
42 Fewer than
43 Boundaries
45 London meal
46 Grins
48 Cause
51 Possesses
52 Water nymph
54 Before
55 Sight organ
56 Twists
57 Permit
N

26. TV-Radio

12-5,(502)885-5914.

• 22. Musical
MUSIC
LESSONS
Piano,
Organ,,
guitar _ beginners
or advanced child
or adult.
CLAYTON'S
HOME
) ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
753-7575
ilkItique player piano, newly
refinished, walnut veneer.
Excellent condivii
must sell immediately.
all
753-0387.
Piano, older upright. Good
condition. $150. Call 4928930 or 753-2424.
•

f

24. Miscellaneous,
For sale: 1969 Chevy
Malibu, 1965 Homette
mobile home, 1967 18'
Mark Twain boat. All in
good condition. By day,
527-3730, by night, 4374521.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Monkey Grass for sale.

436-5844.
Table saw with attached
joiner. $125. Call
759-4130.
Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn
seasoned wood. Call 4362758.

26.TV-Radio
A new magnavox 25" color

TV for only $24.50 per
month. No down payment.
4 year warranty-parts and
labor. Clayton's, 753-7575.

4-Yeae Warranty
Opea Daly TI18 P.M.

CLAYTON'S
Across from Big K,

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
10 x 55 Trailer, excellent
condition. 753-1551 nights,

753-9104 days.
12 x 60 Trailer. See
Branden Dill, Dill's Trailer
Ct.
12 x 60 Two-bedroom
partially furnished, call
753-9704 or 489-2346.

12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2
baths, furnished, central
heat and air, $4,950. Call
753-0528.

1975 12x60 Furnished
house trailer, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, air-conditioner,
utility pole and box, and

underpinning. 753-5867.
Ideal Investment- one acre
lot, with 3 bedroom trailer,
a nice two bay shop, and
;torage building. Less than
3 miles from Murray.
$22500. Phone 492-8304.

ON

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
FOR RENT: 12 x 60 Mobile
Home, Furnished, Nice,
Near University, Nat. Gas,
-Prefer married couple or
students. Phone 753-3895.

Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.
Two bedroom trailer, $60 a
month on Ledbetter Church
Rd. Call 354-6144 after 5
PM.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611,
Two bedroom furnished
trailer, $135 per month.
Call 753-5750.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.
Good used refrigerator. Call
489-2839 after 6 PM.

30,Business Rental
Mini
Warehouse
• Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

I

Building for rent. Ideal for
body shop, garage or
clean-up shop. /
1
2 mile from,
city limits. Call Tucker N
Sales, 753-2900 or 7534524.
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.

31. Want To Rent
Wanted: nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment _for
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin In.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

32. Apts. For Rent
2-Bedroom duplex on Doran
Rd. Appliances furnished,
available July 1. Call
759-4130 or 753-9898.

Colman Real Estate.
Equal housing opportunity
for those who qualify. Call
Murray Manor Apartments,
753-8668 from 9:00 to
12:00, monday through
Friday.
For rent, furnished apartment. New Concord.

$80.00 a
436-2427.

month. Call

b

7WECONT
'
TERMITES

'

Also housobold, lawn, Indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefesslessal Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they comm,
the most damage next to fire. Hove your home
treated now! 753-391 4, Kelley's Termite 8. Pest Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

For
acr
Cal

_
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32. Apts. For Rent

3E.11.44ak.M3E3FAX310lIP

36. For Rent Or Lease 41. Public Sale

Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
Furnished efficiency apartment, one or two bedroom.
Also, sleeping room. Zimmer Apartments, S. 16th
Street, 753-6609.
One and 3 bedroom
furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 7533134.
One bedroom furnished 0
apartment, water fur- 37. Livestock
-Supplies
nished. 753-3949.
One bedroom duplex, one
Wass, frs. 11111freids,
block University, $150.
Wes, Has, If Ws loafing
Stove, refrigerator, air- 'Sc- fit Ku
conditioning. Better hurry!
11111/111tAY
753-5791, 759-1074.
MINER
COMPANY
Two 2-bedroom partially
furnished apartments.
Blalelos0 Shop. Cir.
Clean, no pets. Deposit and
epee Day
references required. $130
and $175 monthly. Phone
REE MAR ARABIANS.
753-8731.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-8467.
Visitozs
welcome.
Now is the time to Feeder pigs for sale.
move to the Embassy 436-5844.

Apartments. Two
bedroom apartment
for rent. Call 7534331 or 753-3530.

Two bedroom apartments in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.
Two-bedroom apartment:
close to shopping center.
No pets. Deposit required.
Call 753-7809.
Two bedroom at 900
Bagwell Ext. Two and three
bedroom, 1301 Pegg Ann.
Call 753-8411.
Two-bedroom, fully carpeted, basement apartment.
Just
redecorated, $165 a month..
After 5, call 753-0157 or
489-2741.

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Houses For Rent

38. Pets-Supplies
Dog obedience classes ire
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
For sale: Adorable Persian
kittens. CFA, ACFA championship bloodlines. Completely trained to make
excellent housepets.. Paper
available. 753-8291.
Purebred Siamese kittens.
Call Paducah, 898-6917 or
554-4656.

Great yard sale! Boats,
campers, tents, antique
guns, antique watches and
lewelry, miscellaneous
household items. Starts
Thursday morning. Cypress
Springs, west of New
Concord. 436-2506.
Six-party yard sale. Whatnots, clothes, glass ware.
9-5, 103 Chestnut, Friday
and Saturday. 753-7835.
Yard Sale, Friday and
Saturday. 8 am to 5 pm.
1002 East Glendale Rd.
Turn left at Goodyear, off
641 South.

43. Real Estate
DELIGHTFUL MINI
FARM - No. 338 - 5
ACRES WL. Creek-bottom
farm has well water, some
fencing, sandy soil. Tillable
land now in pasture; room
for 5 cattle or 10 horses.
Mobile home 12x60 has 5
rooms, 2 bedrooms, bath,
flue for fireplace, electric
and wood heat, garage, well
with new pump, insulation.
View overlooks bottomland.
Woodshed, family poultry
L house. On paved state
highway for 300 ft., 5-kx
miles to town conveniences.
Sale includes air conditioner, kitchen table, range
and refrigerator. $12,000
buys. Just 2 miles to popular
lake.

Strout Realty
101.1. KENNON,Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Morro,. Kentudry 42071

Call 753411111(anytime

$9750 can buy you this
bedroom house located on
Hwy 280, on approximately
2 acres with a smooth and
lovely yard and nice shade
trees. Has garden space,
also several outbuildings.
Come let us show you this
one. Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.

1., Appraisels - Costa.
riling - Management
Will sell June apples. and Sales.
-Tucker Orchards, Landfill
RON TALENT
Rd. Call to reserve order.
REALTOR
489-2467.
753-9891
•
41. Public Sale

40. Produce

MOVING
SALI
104 S. 9* Street,
Friday sad Saturday,
Jim 26* & 27th,
9:00 to 5:00. &Wm's
roll top desk, Amanda
drop leaf table,
dressing table, spool
day bed, small Wein
Anti dining table end 4
choirs, kitchenware,
bath accessories,
leather coats,
clothing,
plants,
books etc.

Him bedroom brick
home, located 31
/
2
miles west of Murray.
On 10 acres, with a
stock betiding. Owner
will finance
to
qvalified Wryer.
753-91190
•

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

KOPPERUD REALTY OPEN HOUSE
You are invited to
view two quality
homes this Sunday
afternoon from 1 - 4
PM One home is at
1617 Keenland Drive
and one is in a new
subdivision adjoining
Gatesborough on
Larkspur
Drive.Phone Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all details.
YOU ARE INVITED
WHAT - Kopperud
Realty Open House.
WHEN
- Sunday
afternoon, 1 - 4 PM
WHERE - 1617
Keenland Drive and
Larkspur Drive adj oining
Gatesborough.
Come on this Sunday
afternoon and view
two lovely homes.
Phone 753-1222 for
more information.
This Makes House Sense!
For the active family who
wants a really functional
home, here's an opportunity to own this three
bedroom. 11
/
2 bath home. It
has a large den with
fireplace, covered deck and
fenced backyard.'This home
has an assumable VA loan.
For more information, call
753-1492...Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
3-13R horii-e-ii1 113 N
9th St. Gas heat,
range
and
refrigerator, carpet.
Good economical
home or investment.
Well located.
Super location!
Business lot 1753(189
on N. 12th Street.
Zoned B4. Call for
details.
filta
AlurrerCellowey
County Realty
(502)7534146

Three houses, total
price, $15,000; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sole,
S8,000.

48. Auto. Services

50. Used Trucks

For sale: 2 Q 78 15 Mud
tires, $120.00. Call 7537148.

Storage van trailers. 34 ft
van $700. 38 ft van with
side dow,$1300. 40 ft van
$1500. 42 ft wan $1750.
Call 489-2189.
Topper for Import pick-up
truck, $125. Call 759-4130.

49. Used Cars
1979 CHEVETTE
few door
local, one owner

Oro&
Waldrop
teal kW*

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC

Oracle /441 Cernarar - 1541707

1406W. Main
7S3-5315
F(IR

THE RIGHT PLACE
AT THE RIGHT
TIME
Very attractive 3
bedroom brick home
only minutes from city limits. Features
include central heat
and air, den and
woodburning
fireplace, attached
garage and wooden
backyard deck.A
pretty picture for
pleasent living. Mid
$40's.Phone Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all details.
HOP SKIP & JUMP
To the shopping
areas from this very
convenient location.
This is a very special
3 bedroom home with
extra large closets.
New carpet in living
room and hall and
new vinyl in kitchen.
A very well built
home. Owner is leaving town, make an offer. 40's. Phone '7531222
I
.

or a e

Murray's Newest
Exclusive Subdivision
Woodgate Estates
Paved streets, curbs
and gutters, city water
and sewer, R-1 restrictions. Located on Johnny Robertson Rood.
Financing available
Creekwood
Developers Inc.
753-4091

1973 Custom Olds Station
wagon, $600. Call 436-2506.
1973 Impala, 2 door
hardtop, very clean, $650
1803 College Farm Road.
1974 Honda Civic. Good gas
mileage, god condition.
759-1750, or 753-2565.

VW SILVER
ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL
Free Air conditioning
on every
New
Volkswagen in stock.
Offer good through
July 4, 1981
$515.00 Valve

CARROLL VW
too Clostsul
1534150

1974 Impala, good condition, good MPG, regular
gas. Call 753-3598.
1974 Montecarlo Landau.
Good condition. Power
brakes, power steering, and
4.14-4,a11-7-534038,-1974 Plymouth Duster,
automatic, air-conditioned,
6-cylinder, $1,300. 7591672.
1976 Buick Opel. Air,
automatic transmission,
$1,700. CCall 437-4892.
1976 MG Midget. Call
753-8056.
1976 Volkswagen Rabbit,
automatic transmission,
$2550. 753-7675.
1978 Dodge Omni, 43,000
miles, excellent condition.
One owner. $600. 7537276.
1978 Olds 88 Royale, 4
door. Excellent condition.
Local car, loaded with
extras. Call 753-4575.
1979 2-tone blue Rally
Sport Camaro, light blue
interior, tilt, cruise, air,
factory OM 8°track.
Local car, one owner,
30,000 actual miles. Can
be seen at Hurt, Haverstock,
& Jones, 105 n. 6th St. or
call 753-1267 and ask for
Cyndi Hutson.
Demolition Derby car may
be seen at Murray Muffler,
7th and Maple St.
For sale, 1975 Buick
LeSabre, or trade for
cheaper one. Call
753-3307.
Moving sale: 1977 Camaro,
reasonable. See at Holiday
Inn or call 436-2868.

51. Campers
1971 Coleman pop-up.
good condition. $1500 or
best offer. Call 753-0619.
1971 Colman Pop-up camper, good condition. $1500
or best offer. Call
753-0619.
Concord traveler camper
trailer, 22'. Tandem axle.
$1.800 or will consider
trade. Call 436-2506.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
12' Mossburg Mallard
sailboat or 14' trailer.
$350. Call 759-4130.
14' Aluminum fishing boat,
10 HP Mercury motor and
trailer.
Call
$600.
498-8585.
14' John boat, motor and
trailer. $550. 753-0123 or
536-5433.
14' Lowe Line, 48" bottom.
1979 28 hp motor, trailer.
753-3621 or 753-2863.
141
/
2' Runabout and trailer
- with new tires. both in
perfect condition. $350.
759-1252.
15' Howell Craft_ 115
Johnson motor. Call 4365356
151
/
2' Glasspar boat, 90
horse motor, tilt trailer.
489-2471. For sale or trade.
18' Winner I/O, tri-hull,
walk-through windshield,
120 hp. 1666 Ryan Ave.
20' Pleasure boat with 110
HP, 4 cylinder I/O Mercury
cruise, and trailer. Good
condition; can be seen at
Lynn Grove. Phone 4354526 or 1-382-2479.
For sale: 14' John boat, 20
horse Johnson motor,
trailer, trolling motor.
$4000. 753-3185.
NEW trolling motor, MinnKota, $565. Foot control,
21Ib thrust, 12 volt. Reg.
$2.75, take $200. Call
753-1556.

53. Services Offered 53. services(miffed
K I K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr 435-4319.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873 Jack
Glover.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
estimates! No job too
small!
Air-conditioning and complete appliance service.
759-1322.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry. painting.
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
Kenmore,
Whirlpool,
Westinghouse. Experienced,
independent service. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
Big Joe's Small Engine
Repair, 808 Coldwater
Road, 753-8834. Chain
saws, lawn mowers, and
tillers. All makes. Andy
Elkins mechanic. Also have
used mowers for sale.
Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience.
753-5476.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
If you are having a problem
getting those small jobs or
repairs around the house or
mobile home done reasonably in these hard times, call
us! Carpentry. painting,
plumbing, and small concrete jobs. Free estimates,
436-2562.
Kirby Vacuum Sale and
Service, new and used. Cal
753-6050.

Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate for you,
needs
Firewood. cut any length
mostly oak and hickory $20
delivered 489-2492 or
753-4157
Aluminum Service Co .
aluminum and viny
siding., custom trim
work References Call
Will Ed Bailey 753-0689Laborer 54 00 per nou,
Call 753-3058 or 759-1675
Johnson's Electric Corn.
mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 753-7203
Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning, shaping.
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536. •
Professional paperhanging
painting, farm buildings
top, sides. Commercial or
residential, Call Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
Remodeling, small repairs
We do cement, brick, and
block work. 901-274-5764
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry. or electrical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estimate
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry. work
completely guarenteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2. Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
or call day or night,
1-442-7026

It

:pert car and home
ereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 1 2111 St.
753-5865

Will clean up cars and do
minor body work Call
753-9131 753-2981 or
come by 641 Shell Station
Will do babysitting in my
home, day or night. Have
references. Call 759-1692
Will do housekeeping and
window
cleaning
759-1197
Will do light hauling of any
kind 753-5857
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. -Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will mow yards. 15 years
experience. Call 753-6564
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws 753-4656
Would like to babysit or
housekeep, part time or full
time Call 767-6556 after 7

53. Services Offered
RE Al MAO
/
1
2 of two-family: Two
304 N. 1 Ms
Two lots at Kentucky Lake,
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Bill's Upholstery. We give
Murray. K y. 42071
bedroom, fully carpeted,
R A. Reeves•Broker
$600 each. 753-0123 or
your car, boat or furniture a
air-conditioned,
436-5433.
new look! Located behind
washerdryer, in Panorama
'Simply Lovely! This home is
Dairy Queen. Call
Shores, 12 miles from
thoughtfully planned and CANTERBURY AT ITS BEST. 46. Homes For Sale
753-8085.
Murray, $200 per month.
beautifully decorated in This home is just barely liv4 bedroom brick; heat
436-2879 evening, 762neutral colors. Chirming ed in. Features 3 bedrooms,
AAA CUSTOM MADE
3824 day.
front-to-back Great room 2 baths, and a spacious pump, two baths, front
CABINETS, bookcases,
porch.
block
One
University.
great
room
with
a
large
music centers, etc.
3.. bedroom furnished Church Carport Sale, rain or features brick wall with beautiful fireplace. This 753-5791, 759-1074.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
house, for three college shine. Miscellaneous items. raised fireplace, built-in house is not only beautiful,
girls. For Fall semester. Friday, 7-12, • Saturday, firebox and T.V. compart- but is built for the practical Brick house in Coldwater,
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
ment; formal dining room;
Near University. Call 753- 7-12, 904 N. 18th.
or vinyl siding and trim.
use of the everyday family. room and den, 2 car garage,
dream
kitchen
with
pantry,
4974.
Aluminum trim for brick
built-in desk and breakfast The large kitchen and din- on large lot. $49,900. Call
houses. Jack Glover, 753ing
area
are
truly
a
New 3-bedroom house.
blessing
753-2493 or 489-214,5.
area...Sliding doors lead to
CARPORT
1873.
Dining room and family
enclosed screened patio. to any harassed woman. By Owner. 1505 Oak Drive,
room, two-car garage, on 5
SALE
There are 4 bedrooms and The private fenced back BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
COLDWATER LAWN &
acres; central heat and air.
21
/
2 baths in this -2 story yard and patio are perfect living areazIfully carpeted, 3
GARDEN
SHOP.
$275 a month, deposit
104 Parks Drive Just
home. Owner will consider for small ones in your fami- bedrooms, built-in kitchen
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
required. Call 598-8589 or
North of flale's Trailer
financing to qualified ly. So for beauty and just and family room combinacha'n saws, expertly
247-5576.
purchaser. You may see by plain everyday living, you tion, living room, utility,
repaired. Pickup and
Court • Tees*,Wadcalling 753-1492 at CEN- must see this dream of a one large bath, lots of
delivery available. 489:
Panorama Shares lake front
mayday amd Thursday
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, house today. Spann Realty storage. Low $40's. Call
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
house, private boat ramp, 2
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community (enter)
9 a.m.to 5 p.m.
Associates. 753-7724.
Realtors.
bedrooms, utility room,
753-9818.
Must
see
to
GENERAL
HOME REPAIR.
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Few antiques,
garage, kitchen appliances.
appreciate.
15 years experience_carpenclothes,
tools,
Manual
ouri
&
f
Utilities included. Deposit
Open Hours
try, concrete, plumbing,
For sale: Nice brick home,
Polo
buserasoc• &
and references requested.
books and games,
roofing,
siding,
things
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
cbmpletely remodeled; near
436-2484.
Reel Estate
around
linens, ladders,
home.
the
Free
University. Carpeted, elecSALE
FOR
8-12 753-3685
Sivalkshl• Coors Sq.
753-1222
estimates! No job too small.
36. For Rent Or
refrigerator, spratric heat. $30,000 firm.
mums FOR LI% 111G
Murray,Kentucky
Caprice,
1972
days
Call
474474-2359.
For Appointment
Appointment, 753-3942.
For Lease yer, drill, lawnCOZY AND COM- 4
2276 evenings.
753-4451
congood
Sharp,
FM' sale by owner, twoFOR144BLE
mower and other
For rent: Horse barn and 4
dition. Coll 753.
bedroom home on 11
/
2 acre
rustic 3
acres, south side of Murray.
New
Items.
in Hazel. Needs some repair
5281 or 753Call 554-4540 collect.
bedroom log home on
work. May be seen by
wooded lot just west
4304 after 6 p.m.
appointment.
Call 753of city limits. Great
8581. Priced at $17,000.
features
room
"
n
"
You're Invited
House for sale by owner. VW, Sirocco, 1976. Real
BOYD-MAJORS'
cathedral ceiling and
Make down payment, nice. $3,200. Call 436ceiling fan and
REAL ESTATE
assume loan, and move in. 2506.
beautiful stone
753-8080
Call 489-2874.
fireplace with insert.
50. Used Trucks
Sunday - June 28, 1981
Professional Services
basement
Also
full
a
Loghouse with woodstove,
,With The Friendly Touch'
from
with plumbing stubgreenhouse, 1 acre, out- 1969 Datsun pickup, $500.
CHARM,LOCATION
Runs good, camper top.
building, 11
/
2 bath, 1900
ed in for another bath
2 to 4 p.m.
AND
CONVECall
436-2368.
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
and kitchen. This
NIENCE
Come by:
1971
drive
Bronco and 1974
to Murray. $26,000.
would enable the new
You'll have it all in
4-wheel
drive Chevrolet
436-5859.
fan1628 Farmer
owner
to have a
this beautiful 3 B.R.,
truck.
Call
437-4125.
convert
or
tastic
den
(2 blocks West of Nord, 16th Street)
New
4-bedroom house in
JUST COMPLETED
2/
1
2 bath brick home
into an apartment.
Canterbury. Well planned, 1971 Scout, 4-wheel drive,
in Canterbury. LivAnd ready for a new owner. Three bedrooms, great room, three full baths,
1000 South 16th Street
Call 753-1222 for
custom built home. Call 6 cylinder, good gas
ing room, den with
very attractive kitchen, large utility room and two car garage. Located in
(Corner of WA 16* sad Kirkwood)
details.
mileage. 489-2266.
753-3903.
fireplace, spacious
development adjacent to Gotesborough. Immediate possession and
new
FAMILY HOME
kitchen, central heat
Three 15-edroom, 2 bath, 1974 Ford Bronco Best
1501 London
priced
in the $60rs. located at larkspur Drive.
Quality can be found
and air - you'll love
built-in appliances. Call offer, 489-2771
(Canterbury Subdivision)
in this 4 bedroom, 2 If2
this one.
489-2670.
1976 Dodge Club Cab
home.
bath
1312 Kirkwood
CLASSIC CHARM
47.
pick-up.
Motorcycle
Adventure sport
s
Outstanding features
(2 blocks south of Glendale)
1523 oxford Dr. in
package,
air, automatic,
1979
Harley Davidson
include den with
Canterbury
and power. Will take loan
103 Williams Street
Sportster,
low
mileage.
-burning
wood
Spacious
2-story
value, $1895. Call 489(1st house south of West Main)
436-5356.
fireplace, dining
home on wooded lot,
2595.
room,he: 1,1)4 p, exWe'll b.there for you.
1980 Yamaha Exciter, 250
economical gas heat,
cellent
- space,
cc, 280 miles, excellent 1978 gooseneck two
4 bedrooms, 21
/
2
two-c.
:ge with
condition.,From 7-5pm, call axle,flat bed trailer, 20 foot
baths, appliances,
bed. $2000.
Call
door
auto
c
753-9411.
•
draperies included,
QUALITY
SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
489-2189.
ope
and landsunken family room
1980 YamAhav YZ 250,
Recently
listed..3.
I
prick
om
home
on,l2rge,
080
beautifully landscaped lot in
Datsun,
long wheel
scapi
to include
with fireplace. I.La
$895 Call 753-4712 after •
excellent
neighborhood.
base
Features
Oh
topper,
i
naidr
living
room w/iireploce,
autoover
two
dozen
.cpalirect
145 x 140 - appr. 3200
matic.
lighting
$5800.
built-in
and
'Call
753system,
music
formal
dining
room,
family
flowering
trees
for
room
gal extra
sq. ft. under roof.
79 Yimaha, 750 special. 2813.
large 2-car garage. Home has been recently redecorated throughout, located
LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
future beauty. All
Owners moved out of
5000 miles; extrasthis and more with
at 1617 Keenland. Priced in the low $70's.
state. Reduced to
excellent condition. Dick 68 Chevy, 4 by 4, 4-speed.
For
2,900
sq.
under
ft.
sale,_prk
trade
for
74400
for
quick
sale.
7 5 3 1 4 91
Holzschuh, 436-2190.
Come On Oat Sunday and View These Two Lovely Homes.
2-wheel'
roof. Price reduced
ruck. Good
1111111111,-,
Xamaha
175 Enduro. 114 mechanical shape. Call
si
imid180's.
Phone 753-1222 For Mere Infermation
years old. $650. 489-2813. after 6, 753-8623.
t.4

1

Open House

753-8080

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Kopperud Realty Open House
Sunday, June 28, 1981 1-4 P.M.
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California Bus Fire
That Killed 10 Started
From Propane Tank

Deaths and Funerals!
Mrs. Myrtle Steele
Dies This Morning
At Local Hospital

Mrs. Retha Smith
79, Dies Friday

Mrs. Myrtle Steele, 81, of
202 South 16th St., Murray,
died at 12:55 a.m. today at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was the wife of Almous
Steele, who died Jan. 3, 1978.
Born Aug. 7, 1899, in
Calloway County, Mrs.
Steele was the daughter of
the late Bud Evans and Ella
Knight Evans. She was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Odell King,
South 16th St., and Mrs.
Moela Williams, 1503
Parklane, both of Murray; •
two suns, Earl Steele, 604
Meadow Lane, Murray, and
Bobby Gene Steele, Midwest
City, Okla.; eight grandchildren: and seven greatgrandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home after 10 a.m.
Sunday.

Charles E. Steele
Dies In Michigan
Charles E. Steele, 75, of
Dearborn Heights, -Mich.,
.died Friday there.
Steele, husband of the late
Agnes Steele, was born and
reared in Pine Bluff. He was
the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Steele of Murray.
Survivors include two
sons, Bobby Steele and Edward Steele of Dearborn
Heights; one sister, 011ie
Parker, Dearborn Heights;
one brother, Lowell Steele,
Dearborn Heights; several
grandchildren; and lo
.cal
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be
at 11 a.m. Monday at the W.
F. Hackett Funeral Home in
Dearborn Heights.

Mrs. Retha Clark Smith,
formerly of Calloway and
Marshall counties, 79. Rt. 1,
Brookport, Ill., died at 11
a.m. Friday at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Sheis survived by her husband Gaylon
Brownie)(
Smith, Rt. 1 Brookport; and
two sons, Billy J. Smith,
Brookport and Bobby G.
Smith, Paducah. Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs.
Irene Lawrence and Mrs.
Lorene Ellis both of Murray;
two brothers Kenneth Clark,
Murray, and Charles Clark,
Seattle, Wash.; four grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.
She was a member of the
Hardin United Methodist
Church.
Funeral services, conducted by Rev. Julian Warren and Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
will be held at 2 p.m. Sunday
in the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will be in Murray
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral
home after noon today.

Highway Engineer
Resigns Position
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP)
— State Highway Engineer
Henry Bennett has resigned,
while two assistant director
positions in his department
were abolished.
Bennett's resignation, announced Friday, will be effective July 31.
Clair Nichols, deputy
secretary for transportation,
said the jwo assistant director posts were abolished to
save money.
The two men currently
holding the positions will be
laid off. They are George
Frankie, assistant for operations and Charles White,
assistant director of the division for project development.

A. B. Cloys Sr.
Dies This Morning;
Funeral Set Sunday Meetings Slated
A.B. Cloys Sr., 73, of Route On Farmland
Loss
2, Murray, died at 6:25 a.m.
today at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was preceded in death
by his wife, Nell Cloys, who
died Dec. 4, 1969. Born Sept.
15, 1907, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late
Charlie Cloys and Lillie
Bazzell Cloys. He was a
member of the Coldwater
Church of Christ.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Kenneth
Charlene Melvin, Route 2,
Murray; one son, Adrin
Cloys Jr., Route 3, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Lizzie
Osborne, Farmington; one
brother, Treamon Cloys,
Paris, Tenn.; five grandchildren; and two great:Tandchildren.
Funeral services are
scheduled for 2 p.m. Sunday
the Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Chapel with burial
in the Coldwater Church of
Christ cemetery. Friends
:nay call at the funeral home •
after 6 p.m. today.

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP)
— Four public meetings
have been scheduled next
month on the loss of Kentucky agricultural lands to
non-agricultural users.
The meetings will be held
by the Agricultural land
Study and Policy Commitepici
The m lags will be held
July 9 at Ho .nsville, July
15 at Elizabethtown, July 16
at Morehead and July 27 at
Somerset.

teLTh

Man Electrocuted
In Farm Accident
HISEVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
Chester Wayne England, 23,
of rural Cave City has been
electrocuted in an accident
on a Hiseville farm,
authorities said.
England died when a grain
elevator he was moving
touched high-voltage lines,
according to Barren 'County
Coroner Bob Hunt.

SUPER SUMMER SAVINGS!
Western Cowboy Hats . $6.00 Sale
Multi Espadrille .12 Price $19.00
Reg 11 18 00

Navy -Canvas_ Espadrille
("as', Beige, White
Purple & Bla( k)

Reg. S28.00

--$5.00 8, $10.00
All White Shoes Dress and
Casual
$10.00 Off Reg. Price
Tennis Shoes AAU
$15.00
(Solver Beige & Rose)

Reg. $25.00

Tennis Socks

$2.00

(Big Basket)

Purses-Straw & Leathers. .. $5.00
Special Burmuda Bag Covers$6.00
Basket Of Shoes
$2.00
$10.00

Odds & Ends Shoes

MSU RECORD COLLECTION — Mrs. Charly4 Shepherd and her son, William, 17, of Dearborn, Mich., on the
left, were on the Murray State University campus recently to officially present to the university's radio station,
WKMS-FM, more than 2,700 records collected by the late Mr. Shepherd over a span of 45 years before his
death in April. The former Charlyne Sanford of Fulton, Mrs. Shepherd is a 1948 graduate of Murray State, and
teaches English in a Dearborn school. Shown examining some of the records with them are Bobby Bryan
(holding record) and Mark Welch of the WKMS-FM staff. The collection will play a major role in the production of a second segment of a National Public Radio series entitled,"The Black Cats jump." Originating in the
Murray State studios and to be heard over more than 50 NPR stations across the country, the program is
devoted to the work of black musicians during the big band era.

Investigators Being Pulled
From Atlanta Slayings Case

PLAINS, Ga. (AP) —
Former President Jimmy
Carter may be among the
bidders today when his
brother, Billy, puts some of
ATLANTA AP) — Three ust trying to develop our metropolitan police forces his Plains property up for
assigned officers to the unit auction, a family friend
investigators are being pull- own cases now."
lookinvestigators
are
The
after
bodies were found in says.
task
police
special
off
the
ed
force probing the slayings of ing at the four Fulton County their jurisdictions.
The former president is inMeanwhile, investigators terested in a stitball field
28 young blacks now that NI cases included on the tank
suspect has been arrested in - force list to determine said Friday that Williams' which is adjacent to his own
one of the killings, whether Williams is a work as a musical talent property, according to the
suspect in those slayings, scout still was being in- friend, who asked not to be
authorities say.
Chafin said.
vestigated as a possible link identified.
He said his decision to call to other killings.
• The auction will include
The officers withdrawn
from the task force earlier back the two officers did not Sources close to the probe Billy Carter's service stathis week were on loan from reflect any dissatisfaction told Tbels.sociated Press in- tion, his Plains home and
vestigats from the task several building lots in addineighboring police jurisdic- with the task force.
Atlanta
force
Public
and the FBI have tion to the softball field.
Safety
tions.
Fulton County Police Chief)
The property is being auc. Commissioner Lee Brown visited recording studios and
Clinton Chafin said Friday refused to comment on the interviewed youths who may tioned to satisfy a debt owed
he withdrew his two in- withdrawals, saying he have auditioned for a singing by Billy Carter to the Intervestigators from the unit would defer all questions to group Williams planned to nal Revenue Service. The
former president's brother
because he needs them to authorities in Fulton and promote.
Williams apparently pass- now lives in Alabama.
work on the four task force DeKalb counties.
The task force was set up ed out handbills at housing
slayings that occurred in his
about
a year ago to serve as projects and shopping malls
jurisdiction, which covers
the unincorporated parts of a coordinating body for the offering youths a chance to
probe into the slayings, audition for the group, said
the county.
which started in July 1979. the sources, who asked not to
Several
other nearby be identified.
Public Safety Director
Dick Hand said one of
DeKalb County's two inKEEP THAT GREAT
vestigators was reassigned
GM FEELING WITH
to teach police recruits but
GENUINE GM PARTS.
that the other would remain
DeKalb
force.
task
on ,the
County is east of Atlanta.
Hand and Chafin assigned
their officers to the task
force, which has more than
100 members, when victims
were found in their areas.

PRICES GOOD THUR.
FRI. & SAT. ONLY

?1' T,vior
Bel-Air Shopping Cir

0111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e

The one unrelated rider on
the bus was a child being
taken to visit his grandmother in Missouri, officials
said.
The bus was on Interstate
15 on the Cajon Pass when it
began smoking and burst into flames as the driver pulled onto the shoulder of the
eight-lane mountain road.
The bus, built in 1946 and
later converted into a motor
home, began rolling
backward and hit the truck
as screaming passengers
kicked out windows and tried
to jump to safety.
"I was sitting in the back
of the bus listening to music,
when all of the sudden there
was a loud noise" said
Kimberly Garrett, 16, of

Riverside, Calif. "I turned
around and there was fire
everywhere except in the
back of the bus. Everybody
scattered, and I started
banging on a window- until it
popped out. Then I jumped."
Robert Drake of Loma
Linda, who was driving his
carjot far behind the bus,
_said: "The bus was engulfed
in flames almost instantly. I
saw one man manage to get
out the back window, but
there were many still inside
screaming and crying."
"Those who remained
behind were trapped in the
bus and started throwing
children and women out of
the windows," said California Highway Patrol officer
William Snell.
Patrol investigators
believe the inferno was
touched off by gas from a
propane tank,spokeswoman
Barbara Flick said. She said
it would be two to three
weeks before authorities can
determine the cause.
Snell said the bus originally had a rear emergency exit, but it was barricaded
when the vehicle was converted into a motor home.
The intensity of the flames
sent streams of molten
metal running along the
highway and blackened
asphalt for a quarter of a
mile.
"It took about two hours
before the bus cooled down
enough for us to get inside,"
said San Bernardino County
Coroner Harvey Castro.

WATCH OUT!

CORN-AUSTIN
Will Bo Clow; Monday 29th To Propane For Their Famous

SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE
Sale Starts Tuesday,
June 30 9:00 A.M.

TWO
TIMER

Chafin said his two officers
were pulled off the special
task force Monday — one
day after the arrest of
Wayne B. Williams, a 23y ea r -o I d
free-lance
cameraman charged in the
slaying of 27-year-old
Nathaniel Cater.
"We had always agreed
that once a suspect was
dtycloyyd, we'd pull them
off the fagli- force," Chafin
said. "The task force needs a
lot less people, and we're

1968 V8 2 Ton Groin Truck
4 speed, 16 foot grain box, double hoist, new
900
mud tires, local truck

$4500.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

4E2E12'
GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

EMPLOYEE
OF THE MONTH
Bernice Westerman
(sitting) was chosen last
week as Landolt LTD's
employee of the month.
Bernice was chosen on
the
basis
of
cooperation, quality
work and productivity.
She has been with the
company since
its
opening, and is seen
here with one of her
supervisors
Margie
BranTron.

(Some $50.00 Values)

Leather Thong Sandals
(White & Natural) $10.00
Canvas Dock Siders
•(a & Beige) $15.00

Ex-President May
Be Among Bidders

SAN BERNARDINO,
Calif. (AP) — A fire that
trapped and killed 10 people
in a 35-year-old bus as it
rumbled toward a family
reunion started when a propane tank blew up,
authorities believe.
Seventeen other people
were injured Friday leaping
from windows of the flaming
bus as it rolled backward
down a mountain road. The
bus crashed into a truck,
which hit a station wagon
carrying five people.
Aboard the bus were 25
people — all but one of them
related — on their way to a
Fourth of July family reunion in Decatur, Ala. They
were to have stopped in Kansas City, Mo., to pick up
more relatives.

LANDOLT
LIMITED
111 E. Poplar, Murray
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For each unit of energy, the electric heat pump will
provide about two units of heat. It can cut your electric
heating bill in half.
Sound good? Then ask us about TVA's Heat Pump
Financing Plan. ft makes the electric heat pump look evert
better.

Murray Becitic
System

401 Olive

753-5312

